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Proposed Master Plan Goals, Objectives and
Policies.

Civic Center Mission Statement
The San Francio Civic Center fuctions as

the symbolic seat of the City and County govern-

ment. It is also host to monumental federal and state

governent and judicial buildings and is a major

cultural, entertainent and educational center. It is
the ceremonial public gatherig place in a city whose

residents vigorously pursue and defend democratic

processes, often through ceremonial mass gatherigs:

Civic Center is the City's symbolic "public space" for

fairs, ralles, festivals, markets and parades for

residents, workers and viitors and for retired,
unemployed and homeless people.

In support of this fuction and Mission, the
City is commtted to creatig a safe, dynamc and
pleasant 24-hour 'campus' of the Civic Center and

environs. In doing so it should sek to acheve the

following Goals:

· Maintain and reinorce the Civic Center as the
City's central place for governent admstra-
tion, judicial services, and public gatherigs and

as a center for art and culture. Facilitate the

orderly expansion of educational intitutions,

partcularly thos related to the art, law and
public policy.

. Improve the urban environment by increasing

safety, maximing day and nighttme activities
and facilitatig the sharig of public facilties.

. Preserve architectrally signficant strctures and
enhance the architectural character of the area

through proper design of new buildings, addi-

tions to existig buildings, open spaces and

streets, and signage.

;

~
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. Preserve and enhance view corrdors to Civic

Center.

. Maintain sun exposure to public plazas and open

spaces and protect these spaces from unpleasat
winds.

Vision of Success for the Civic Center
In the year 2000, the City anticipates that the

Civic Center wil serve as the City's center for

governent offce and judicial activities, wil serve as

the City's ceremonial public gatherig space, wil be

the center for local legislative actvities, and wil host
nightte educational, recreational, entertinent
and cultural activities and their associated residential

and commercial actvities.

The Civic Center wil remain the most

attactive cluster of monumental and handsome

Beaux Art public buildings in the nation. All
facilties wil be safe, clean, pleasant, convenient and

fully accessible to the City's residents, workers and

visitors.
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The Civic Center's plazas and open spaces

wil be safe, clean, well-maintained, well-lit, and fully

accessible and wil be lined by a distict streetscape

design and pedestrian trail! circulation system.

The Civic Center wil be accessible by safe,

effcient, accessible, pleasant and affordable public

transit including day and nighttme local and
regional underground rail service, above-ground

buses and trolleys, and taxis. Well-lit, clean, conve-

nient and affordable parking for visitor and com-

muter cars, vans and buses wil be maintained.

OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES

LAND USE

OBJECTIVE 1

Maintain and reinforce the Civic Center as the
symbolic and ceremonial focus for the
admnistrative and civil judicial fuctions of the
City, State and Federal Governents, and as a focal
point for cultural, ceremonial and political
activities.

The fuction of the Civic Center area as a

governental services and admistrative distrct
should be reinorced by locatig within the area
those City, State and Federal activities which require

a high degree of public and interagency interaction.

Public agencies which provide basic governmental

services, and partcularly those agencies used
intensively by the public, should be located in the

Civic Center to facilitate public access and conve-

nience.

Cultural facilties, such as libraries, archives,

museum, galleries, theaters, nightclubs and concert

halls, that attact a broad level of interest and day

and nightte attendance are also desirable partci-
pants in the Civic Center. They add interest and

variety to the scope of activities occurrg in the

Center, and provide weekend and nighttme use of
the area.

~

~

To accomplish the objective stated above, six

broad activity or use categories have been established

to provide general guidance for the future develop-

ment of the Civic Center:

.

.

:
1. Administrative

The Admistrative category includes legislative,
judicial, record-keeping, permit processing,

resource management, and legal activities of the

executive and judicial departments of govern-

ment, and those public activities which provide

for the orderly management of the affairs of

governent at the City, State and Federal levels.
It includes admistrative offces of governent
agencies and court facilties, but does not include

direct service clinics, laboratories, industral

workshops or neighborhood-based services.
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2. Ars-Entertainment

The Arts-Entertainent category encompasses
those entertainment, amusement, sport, conven-

tion, library, recreational, artistic, musical and

theatrical activities which provide for the

..

l.

...
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contiuing and increased public use and enjoy-
ment of the Civic Center area.

3. Public Gathering/Open Space

The Public Gatherig/Open Space category
encompasses any major land area, open and

unobstrcted, which provides passive or active

areas for public gatherig and recreation, and for
any strctures incidental to and supportve of

these priary uses.

J

4. Educationa Institutions
The Educational Intitution category includes

day care, elementary, secondary and post-

secondary schools, vocational schools and

employment traing program, partcularly
program closely related to the area's primary

uses such as schools of the art, law or public

policy.

I

I
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5. Housing

The Housing category includes residential hotels,

Single Room Occupancy (SRO) unts, executive

suites, apartents, flats, dormtories, board and

care facilities, transitional housing, temporary

shelters, court-related temporary detention

facilities, and other similar residential facilities.l

6. Support Servces

The Support Services category encompasses

ancilary commercial activities which support

governent offce, judicial and art activities

such as offces of attorneys, architects and other

consultants; food and beverage service establish-

ments; galleries and bookstores; parking;

commercial recreation facilities; convenience

retail stores; and personal service establishments.

Policy 1

Promote the effciency and convenience of govern-

mental agencies by locating governent legislative,
administrative and permt functions withn the Civic
Center.

The Civic Center's most important fuction

is to provide a central point of contact between the

City's governental agencies and the public which

these agencies serve.

The Civic Center should serve as a "one

stop" center where the public can effectively and

effciently tranct its business with governent.
Private activities such as title companes and design

and legal offces that deal with governent on a day-
to-day basis are appropriate for the Civic Center and

adjacent areas.

Governent at all levels, City, State and

Federal, which involve substatial public contact or

interaction should be located together within the

Civic Center rather than dispersed throughout

adjacent areas in acquired, leased or rented proper-

ties. Simlarly, agencies which maintain close and

frequent contact with each other should be located

together in a single building or in close proximty.

Because the Civic Center represents the

nation's most complete cluster of monumental and

landmark Beaux Art style public buildings, expan-
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sion of governent admistrative activities within
the Center must be carefully and sensitively accom-

modated. Public landmark offce buildings should

be rehabiltated and restored and, in doing so, be

made more effcient for offce use. Because the 16

block Civic Center core area is largely 'built out",

new governent offce activities wil have to be

accommodated in new buildings along the periphery

of the core area. Expanion of existig landmark
governent offce buildings is undesirable because it
could harm the architectural integrity of the building

and Center. Conversion of non-offce Beaux Arts

buildings to offce use is, generally, ineffcient due to

the diffculty of creatig offce spaces in buildings

with large halls and lobbies, tall ceilings and grand

stairways. To accommodate effcient governent
offce activities, consideration should be given to

senitive design and sitig of new buildings along

the periphery of the core area, rather than to the

expanion, conversion or replacement of landmark

public buildings within core area.

Policy 2

Relocate muncipal governent admstrtive actvi-

ties from leased space in separate buildings to City-
owned buildings in dose proximity to City Hall to
reduce long-term lease payment costs and ineffcien-

cies related to employees and members of the public

traveling to distant buildings.

Because the long-term leasing of privately-

owned offce space is not cost effective for the City,

City agencies should be relocated from leased

facilities to City-owned buildings in close proximty

to City Hall whenever possible. Funds used for lease

payments should be re-allocated to meet lease-

purchase or other debt service costs for the constrc-
tion of publicly-owned offce facilities. Although the

magnitude of the present space needs may necessi-

tate contiued leasing into the future, leased facilities

should be confied to short- or intermediate-term
offce use only, such as space for short-term grant-

fuded projects. Space for City agencies within these

City-owned buildings should be organized into

fuctional clusters. Agencies with frequent contact

should share space within a fuctional cluster. The

organiation of space and agencies by fuctional

cluster could mize duplication of servces and

facilties, increase productivity of workers by creatig

effcient work spaces, improve electronic commun-

cation and record-keeping systems, and reduce travel

tie, and, in doing so, would maxize convenience
and accessibilty for the public.

Policy 3

Ensure the vitaity of the Civic Center by locating and

promoting a varety of diverse dayte and nighttme
cultual facilties and activities within its area.

The Civic Center is a major cultural focs of

the City. It enjoys a central place location, numerous

public tranit services, and is endowed with numer-

ous handsome publicly and privately owned and
operated cultural facilties. It should be furter
enhanced through the location and promotion in this

area of complementary cultural facilities and activi-

ties such as museums, galleries, auditoriums, concert

halls, theaters, libraries, archives and small live
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performance venues including small theaters,

cabarets, nightclubs and comedy clubs. Incorporat-

ing these activities with the Civic Center extends

cut governent weekday activities into weekend
and evening hours, increases the use and enjoyment

of the area's public spaces and tranit facilities, and

adds to the safety and liveliness of the Center. Of

partcuar importance is the provision of live perfor-

mace facilties of varying sizes dedicated to show-
casing the City's multi-cltural and cuttg-edge arts

groups. The Civic Center should feature year-round
. exhbitions and performances of a wide variety of

cultural art groups such that, on any given day,

visitors to the City would be able to see a local multi-

cutural performance or exhbition.

Policy 4

Design Civic Center buildings and open spaces to
serve as public gathering spaces for ceremonial, cul-

tural, recreational, political and other community ac-

tivities.

The Civic Center is the fuctonal center of

Federal, State and Local legilative bodies in the City

and serves as the symbolic gatherig place for

citien promotig civic purposes or protestig
legilative actions and/ or processes. The Civic

Center is the City's symbolic 'public' gathering space

for parades, civic celebrations and festivals honoring

history, culture and heroic actions and figures. Public

open areas in the Civic Center should be designed

and maintained to accommodate both passive and

active individual use and intense communty use for

various civic events. These spaces should be retaned

and improved to faciltate ceremonial and civic

events appropriate to the Civic Center.

Policy 5

Promote the effcient and orderly expanion of day
and nighttme educational institutions, parcularly
those related to the arts, law, judicial and legislative

processes and public policy.

Educational institutions related to the area's

priary governent, judicial and cultural arts
activities should be encouraged to locate and expand

with the area. They should, however, design their
program to maxime the sharig of complementary
resources, such as libraries, cafeterias and gyasi-
um, and should maxime evening and weekend

activities. Educational institutions should encourage

workers and students to use transit and should,

whenever possible, support affordable housing for

workers and students.

Policy 6

Preserve existing affordable housing in the area and
encourage the sensitive location of new housing of
varyng size, price and tenancy.

Housing for governent workers, teachers,
touring artsts and art presenters and students
should be encouraged, particularly in mixed use

developments along the periphery of the Center. The

sensitive location of temporary shelters for the

homeless, transitional housing for the formerly

homeless, drug and alcohol rehabiltation board and
care facilities, and short-term detention facilties for
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incarcerated defendants associated with area court

facilities should be faciltated.

Policy 7

Encourage privately-owned retail, eating and drink-
ing, entertainment, recreation and personal servce

establishments to locate within the Civic Center and
at strategic sites on the Centers periphery, partcu-
larly as the Center relates functionally to the Hayes
Valley and Mid-Market neighborhoods.

The daily convenience and service needs of

employees and visitors of various governental

agencies within the Civic Center require facilities

such as deli's, restaurants, coffee houses, stationery

stores, book stores, copy shops, news stands, video

rental shops, gys, and other specialty shops. Such

establishments, in addition to fulfilling needs, add

variety and interest to the Civic Center. Private

business establishments, however, should not confict

with the principal public purposes of the Civic

Center, and should be located on the periphery of the

area or, where appropriate, within various public

buildings. Sidewalk vendors selling food and

beverages, newspapers, art, and shoe shines can

provide convenient goods and services, safety and

surveilance, and friendly inormation to tourists.
Careful sitig of these activities to create a dynamic

street life while avoiding congestion, clutter, exces-

sive noise and litter should be encouraged, partcu-
larly at night.

i Policy 8

Encourage visual interest for pedestrans and pedes-

tran-interactive ground floor uses within existing
historic buildings and in new buildings withn the
core area. In adaptive reuse of historic buildings,
encourage the location of pedestran-active uses on
the ground floor, such as food servce spaces, permt
filng or records centers, governent bookstores or
other high volume activities. New buildings should

be designed to promote pedestran safety, interest and

comfort.

I:
c:

c
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The Beaux Arts style buildings were de-

signed to inpire awe in the visitor. They are, indeed,
elegant, awesome and formdable. Buildings feature

grand entrances with elevation changes which
emphasize a sense of grandeur. As intended, these

design elements may trgger a human respons of
humiity when enterig these special places. Pres-
ently, the same buildings that delight and awe the

visitor by day, may frghten them at night. Fortess-

like openings, landscaped setbacks and metal grille

work cast formdable shadows. Measures promotig
a feeling of safety should be developed and imple-

mented. As an example, lightig could be intalled

on existig historic buildings to emphasize elegant

ornamentation and to iluminate "nooks and cran-
nies". New buildings should be designed to maxi-

mie visual interaction between ground floor uses
and the pedestran.

=
=
=
=
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ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN

OBJECTVE 2
Preserve and strengthen the urban form of the
Civic Center to enhance its importance as the
central place of governent and a major cultural
center in San Francisco.

The symbolic and ceremonial importance of

major public buildings has traditionally been dis-

played in urban design and architecture. Ths is
particuarly tre of the Sa Francisco Civic Center

which brings together, in one settg, major govern-

mental and cultural activities. These fuctions and
buildings should contiue to be treated in a way that
emphasizes their symbolic civic and ceremonial

importce to the communty.

Policy 1

Protect and enhance view corrdors to the Civic Cen-
ter, especialy to City Hall along Fulton Street both
west and east of City HalL.

The symbolic importce of the Civic Center

as the central place of governent and cultural
facilities in San Franciso depends to a large degre

on its visibilty and the visibilty of its most promi-

nent feature, City Hall. With the demolition of the

Central Freeway, the unobstrcted view to City Hall
can again be appreciated from Alamo Square and
Fulton Street. This strgtens the western approach
to City Hall.

The major view corridor along the Fulton

axis to City Hall should be unobstrcted and clear

from visual interference (Figure 2.6). Views within

the Civic Center to the surrounding landmark

buildings from streets and public open spaces should

also be preserved. Overhead wires, projections from

buildings, elevated freeways and pedestran bridges

should be avoided. Garage entrances and exits,
ventilation shafts, kiosks, play equipment, vendor

cart and / or plantig material should be designed
and sited to mie potential view obstrctons. ,;

8.~

II

Fulton Street view to Cit Hall

Other view corridors to Civic Center are

along Van Ness Avenue, and Polk, Larki, Hyde,

Leavenwort, McAllister, Hayes and Grove Streets.

These view corrdors offer partal views of Civic

Center and should be protected from visual intr-

sion.

Views from the Civic Center to the sur-

rounding areas are also of concern. The intersections

of the nort-south streets with Market Stret mark
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Civic Center View Corridors
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the termus of those strets and the edge of the Civic

Center complex and require special urban design

attention. The eastern gateway to Civic Center from

Market Street at the United Nations Plaza particu-

larly warrants a clearer defition and urban design

consideration.

Policy 2

Prmote harony in building heights in the larer
Civic Center area and maintan the predominance of
City Hall in the core area.

In preserving the unque Beaux Arts compo-

sition of the Civic Center, height limts for new

buildings and additions to existig buildings are of

great importce. Buildings facing City Hall or
frontig on Civic Center Plaza, Fulton Mall or United

Nations Plaza should not exceed the height of the

City Hall building base of 80 feet in height and

should visually relate to its cornce lie at 65 feet.

(Se pg. 44.) The City Hall dome with a height of 301
feet should remain the predomiant visual element
within the Center and from the major visual axes to

the Civic Center. A second and thd tier of increased

heights may be appropriate at the periphery of the

core area. However, the existig height of the 450

Golden Gate Avenue Federal Building or of the Fox

Plaz Building should not serve as an acceptable

norm to establish new building heights.

Buildings along the periphery of the Civic

Center which exceed the height of core buildings

(ranging from 70 to 90 feet), are visible from Civic
Center Plaza, United Nations Plaza, Fulton Mall and

most streets in the area. The height, bulk, orientation

and archtectural treatment of these buildigs are of

utmost concern in maintaing and complementig
the unque character of the Beaux Arts Civic Center.

View south along Van Ness frm Golden Gate.

OBJECTVE 3
Preserve and enhance the design of buildings and
their spatial relationship withn the Civil Center.

The Civic Center is designed in the Beaux

Art approach and style with City Hall as the

promient centerpiece and with a grand plaza
framed by other monumental buildings. It is this

style that gives the Civic Center its grandeur. The

Beaux Art style incorporates both neoclassical and

American Renaissace styles of European archtec-

ture and the planing priciples of the Beaux Arts

school which emphasizes formal plan and composi-

tion of monumental buildings frontig on grand

plazas, boulevards and public gatherig spaces. The

Center's visual image, sense of place, and civic
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identity are based on the 1912 Plan developed under

the leadership of Mayor Rolph by architects John

Galen Howard, Frederick Meyer and John Reid.

Over tie, the origial design concept has

been altered in several ways: certain building

locations were changed within the plan, the Civic

Center Plaza was redesigned and rebuilt, new

fuctions were added, new buildings were erected.
Many of these changes enhance the Civic Center in

its fucton and identity as an important center of

San Francisco. However, buildings added in the
1960's and 1970's reflect a different architectral

character than the core historic buildings. More

recent buildings complement the established charac-

ter while also clearly being contemporary.

The collection of monumental buildings

which comprise the core of the Civic Center are

designed in a formal architectural style in the

tradition of the Ecole des Beaux Arts. This design

concept should be honored in all future work with
the Center, as each building's design interacts with

and contrbutes to the composition of the Center as a

whole.

Policy 1

Maintain the formal architectural character of the
Civic Center with City Hall as the prominent center-

piece.

The core of the Civic Center is comprised of

Beaux Arts buildings of exceptional quality that

establish the special character of the area and make it

distict from the rest of the city. City Hall is the focal

32

point of the Center and the most highly-rated

archtectural element. The overall effect of the Civic

Center as a place depends on the adherence to major

design elements and the relation of each building to

the rest of the complex and especially to City Hall.

The sitig of buildings in the Civic Center is

based on the intent of showcasing City Hall as the

centerpiece of the Civic Center. This is achieved by

placing it promiently as the focal point of the Fulton
axis, designg a grand ceremonial "forecourt" in the

form of Civic Center Plaza, and creatig generous,

landscaped setbacks from the streets surrounding

City Hall. Deep setbacks in front of the Civic

Auditorium, the old and new libraries, and the State

building at 350 McAllster visually enarge the plaza

in front of City Hall and increase its impressive

appearance. The origial design called for four
strong corner buildings on the diagonals of the Civic

Center Plaza to help define and articulate its form.

The Public Health Building at Polk and Grove Strets

is the only corner which is completed with an

entrance at the corner and a chamfered building

corner as designated in the 1912 plan. The remaing
thee corners (i.e. the NW corner of McAllister and

Polk Streets, the NE corner of McAllister and Larki

Streets, and the privately owned SE corner at Grove

and Larkin Streets) should be completed in the same

maner with chamfered corner treatment and
entrances at the corner intead of the middle of the
block. The chamfered corners should not be substi-

tuted with convex corners or other form of corner

treatment.
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Important design elements supportig the

unty of the overall formal composition are the

unform height of cornce lines and overall building

height, the tr-partite facade, the symetrcal
arrangement of building openings, decorative

elements, uniform color, and the consistent use of

high quality materials.

New buildings should be designed to
complement the Center's existig architectural

character. Any elements which compete with the

promience of City Hall or distract from the unified

composition of or design elements employed in the

Beaux Art buildings should be discouraged and
avoided.

Policy 2

Complete the "frame" of buildings arund Civic Cen-

ter Plaza, United Nations Plaza, City Hall, and along

the Fulton Stret view axis with buildings matchng
in scale and architectal character the original Beaux

Ars buildings.

The origial formal composition of the Civic
Center remain incomplete with several sites in the

core area still not developed. Two major projects, the

new Library and the City Civil Courts Building are in

progress and wil contrbute to the visual unty of the
Beaux Art composition of the Civic Center. The

remaing sites are the propertes to the west of the
Health Building on Grove Stret at Van Ness Avenue;

the propert at the southeast corner of Larkin and

Grove Streets (Wells Fargo Ban); the City's Steam

Heat Power House at the norteast corner of Larki

and McAllister Streets and the northwest corner of

Davies Hall. These sites offer a major challenge to

complete the origial concept and to strengten the

image of the Civic Center. (Figure 2.7).

Another incomplete part of Civic Center is

the unfiished facade of the stagehouse of the

Orpheum Theater. Possible alternatives to complete

the facade are to attach a stone facade, attch a trellis

to the unfiished wall, or a painted facade (tromp
l'oeil). All were previously proposed to be designed

in the neo-lassical style of the Federal Building.

However, as the new Library with a deconstrctivist

facade across from the Orpheum Theater is under

constrction, it may be appropriate to reconsider the

style of the Orpheum stagehouse facade after

completion of the new Library.

~

~

Policy 3

Ensure that new buildings are compatible with the
arctectural character of the Civic Center and incor-

porate major common design elements. Adhere to
archtectual design guidelines that build on the char-

acteristics of the core Beaux Ar buildings.

New development in the core area (i.e. sites
facing City Hall, frontig on Civic Center Plaza or

Fulton Street between Market and Franklin Streets)

should complement the Beaux Art composition of

the Civic Center and be compatible with the estab-

lished neo-classical architecture of core buildings

including City Hall, the State Building at 350

McAllster Street, the Health Building at 101 Grove

Stret, and the old Library.

t
i
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The architectural treatment of new buildings

should be compatible with the Beaux Arts facades.

The important elements are a plinth that accommo-

dates the natural slope of the lot, a rusticated base

with recessed openigs, a "piano nobile" with

vertcally oriented solids and arched opengs, a

cornce line at about 65 feet in height relatig to the

cornce line of City Hall, an attc with a

nondirectional pattern, and, in some cases, a recessed

mansard roof to mask stair, elevator and utility

extenions or an additional partal story. Except for

the corner buildings, the main building entrance

should be centrally locted in the middle of the

building and may be accentuated by monumental

stars. Archtectal design gudelines for buildings

in the Civic Center provide more detail and are

included on pages 38 to 50 of ths report.

State Courthouse at 350 McAllster Street.

Materials for new buildings and building

additions should be simar in nobilty, color and
relief as thos of adjacent core buildings. The

buildings are generally a light gray granite, terracott

or high quality concrete.

Buildings outside the core area should also

be compatible in design but do not need to adhere as

closely to design features such as height, massing,

setbacks, facade design, ornamentation and materi-

als. However, it is important that part of buildings
visible from Civic Center Plaza, the United Nations

Plaza, City Hall, or Fulton Street between Market

and Gough Streets do not compete with nor distract

from the architectural character of the .core buildings.

Architectural design excellence is strngly

encouraged for both core area and peripheral sites.

Policy 4

Preserve historic Civic Center buildings and restore
them in a maner which retains the buildings' estab-

lished architectural style and contrbution to the
Beaux Art composition of the Civic Center complex
while insuring flexibilty for adaptive reuse. Apply
nationally and locally established stadards for the

treatment of historic propertes in alterations of and

additions to these buildings.

The signficance of the Civic Center as a

historic resource has been recognized in its designa-

tion as a National Historic Ladmark Distrct, the
highest placement, as well as a Historic Distrct on

the National Register of Historic Places. The national

designations recognize that certin propertes within

the Distrct are worthy of special treatment. Planed

alterations or additions to buildings within the

Distrct which involve federal fuds require compli-
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ance with the U.s. Secretary of the Interior's Stan-

dards for the Treatment of Historic Propertes.

The designation of the area as the Civic

Center Historic Distrct would require building

permt applications under the jurisdiction of the City

and County of San Franciso be subject to the

provisions of Artcle 10 of the Planing Code. Each

building within the Distrct is designated as contrbu-
tory, contrbutory / altered or noncontrbutory and is

subject to certain procedures and standards intended

to protect and preserve the unque character of the

Civic Center. Some buildings within the historic

distrct do not contrbute to the origial plan in their

sitig, architecture, or detailing. Such buildings
should be favorably considered for replacement with

strctures designed to complete and complement the

origial Civic Center Plan.

Policy 5

Encourage the selective use of sign and baners at-

tached to buildings. Their design should be respect-
ful of the architectural style of the building they are
attached to.

Sign are important elements in the urban
environment and are necessary to inform visitors of

activities in the buildings to which they are attched.

Sign should not distract from nor compete with the

architectural character of the building or area and

should be designed to complement the building

design while providing necessary inormation.
Existig sign on historic buildings are generally of

utmost restraint as to their size, color, contents and

letterig. New signs should follow these examples

and special attention should be paid to the size,

material, ty of lettering and ilumation.
Baners attched to buildings should be

subject to the same policy and guidelines as those

attached to utility poles.

General advertsing signs and flashing and/

or mechanical moving sign are not appropriate.

Opera House
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......
PURPOSE

The San Francisco Civic Center is an exemplary Beaux Ar complex deserving to bepreserved and enhanced in its unque architectural and urban design character. In the
future, several vacant sites may be developed and buildings not consistent with the Beaux Arts

style may be redeveloped which offers an opportuity to complete the Civic Center as origi-

nally intended.

The purpose of these architectural design guidelies is to direct development of new

buildings or alterations of existig buildings to complement the Beaux Art Civic Center, this

distiguished distrct in San Francisco. They are intended to fuer design excellence, creative

architecral solutions, compatibilty with the existig Beaux Art buildings, and to avoid

mere imtation or micr of historic buildings.
The archtectral design guidelines focs on arctecture and urban design issues, the

physical form and character of buildings, and their interrelation, and not on uses of buildings.

Lad use is addressed in Objective 1 of the Civic Center Plan. Urban design guidelines which

address the streetsape and open space in the Civic Center wil be published separately.

The guidelines are to be used by governent agencies and private propert owners in
designg buildings, and by local, state and federal governent agencies in reviewing permt

applications for new buildings and alterations. As the City and County of San Francisco does

not have jurisdicton over State and Federal propert in the city, agrement on these guidelines

by State and Federal agencies as well as by muncipal agencies (such as the Ar Commssion,

City Plang Commssion, Bureau of Architecture, Bureau of Building Inpection, and others)
is essential for their effectiveness.

These guidelines complement, and do not supersede, Master Plan policies, especially

those of the Civic Center Plan and the Urban Design Element. Requirements of any other

Federal, State or local legislation (for example the American with Diabilities Act, Secretary of

the Interior's Stadards for the Treatment of Historic Propertes, Title 24 of the California

Building Code, and the San Francisco Building Code) need to be implemented in conjunction

with the design guidelines.

~~
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SCOPE

The area to which the gudelines are proposed to apply is shown in Figure 2.8.Also shown are street frontages with priary facades and secondary facades.

Priary facades are those of City Hall, those facing City Hall, Civic Center Plaza, Fulton Mall

and Memorial Court, and their respective returns (i.e. the contiuation of the facade around

the building corner for the lengt of one bay or to the center of the "side" facade as shown on

the photo below.) Of special importance in the Beaux Arts plan of the Civic Center are the

corner lots on the diagonals of the plaza with chamered corner designs; these are also

primary facades. (See Figure 2.7.)

Civic Auditorium, Return Facade

A secondary facade

designation is given to the rear

walls of buildings with priary
facades and their respective returns.

It is also assigned to those facades

which exceed the height of the

primary buildings and can be seen

from Civic Center Plaza or Fulton

Mall/Street/Memorial Courtard.
Areas of concern are propertes to

the nort, nortwest, and south-

west of City Hall with 130 feet

height limts, and to the south with

height limits rangig from 120 feet

to 160 and 200 feet. Figure 1.5

shows the height distrcts in the
Civic Center and its surroundings.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR PRIMARY FACADES

The core of the Civic Center complex is comprised of monumental public buildingsdesigned in distict variations of the Beaux Ar style and arranged around a

grand plaza with City Hall as the promient centerpiece. The signicance of this complex is
based on the relationship of these buildings to City Hall, to each other and to the Plaza.

The buildings have several design elements in common, including: overall height and
massing; classical facade organtion of horiontal bands with vertcal elements; symetrcal,
balanced facades with harmonious fenestration; fine quality decorative elements; and simlar

color and texture of materials. However, there are also differences in the architectural design of

these buildigs as the Beaux Art approach is not a unform style and it allowed individual

interpretation and expression of classical architectre. In addition, the Beaux Art buildings in
the Civic Center were designed by different archtect over a span of two decades. Examples of
the differences in architectre are the heights of the horizontal bands - plinth, base, shaft or

piano nobile, capital or attc, and manrd roof. On most buildings, the shaft or piano nobile is

crowned by a heavy cornice, but on the Main Library, the cornce is placed above the attc.

In 1987, the Urban Design Commttee of the American Intitute of Architects Sa
Francisco Chapter, in conjuncton with the San Francio Departent of City Planing and the
Civic Design Commttee of the San Franciso Art Commssion, undertook an analysis of

building elements which was published in a report titled "The San Francisco Civic Center: A

Study in Urban Form." Th report contain many measurements and calculations of elements
of the facade such as the height ranges of horiontal zones, the depth of voids in the facade and

the percentage of opengs of the whole planar surface. These figures are useful for general

reference. In designg a buildig, reference should be made to adjacent Beaux Art buildings

with the goal of establishing compatibility with the existig archtectural character.

i.
!
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For the design of new buildings or additions to buildings, it is necessary to
visually analyze Beaux Arts buildings next to or in the same view plane as the subject
building and to creatively transpose their patterns into a contemporary, high quality
design which enhances the Civic Center complex and does not distract from the predomi-
nance of City Hall.

An analysis of the "opposite" building along the Fulton axis wil also be usefuL.

Photographs of adjacent facades wil be helpfu but do not replace on-site observation and

measurement, especially of the depth of recesses and projections in the facades, rhythm and

building massing. The City's Bureau of Architecture has plans and elevations of many

buildings in the Civic Center. Additional inormation can be found in the Historic Strctures

Reports/Building Evaluation Report for several of the core buildings prepared by Carey and

Company, and in report for designations as San Francisco Ladmarks, National Historic

Ditrct, Historic Distrct on the National Regiter of Historic Places, and San Francisco

Hist~ric Distrct.

In designg additions to buildings with priary facades, the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Propertes should be followed. Standard #9

for Rehabiltation is of particular importace:

" ...The new work shall be diferentiated from the old and shall be compatible with

the historic materls, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the

integrity of the property and its environment."

A proposed addition to a Beaux Arts building should integrate its major design

elements in a contemporary approach and avoid imtation of historic features. The project

should be differentiated from, but respectfl of and complementary to the historic buildings

and harmonious with the overall architectural character of the Civic Center.

More specifically, the design elements to consider in the visual analysis and design of

a building are: Sitig and Setbacks; Height and Bulk; Facade and Openings; Materials and

Color; and Signage.
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Figure 2.8

Primary and Secondary Facades in the Civic Center Area
Primary Facade
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I

1. SITING AND SETBACKS OF BUILDINGS .
I

In the Civic Center, the sitig of buildings and their setbacks from the front propert

line are essential elements of the origial Civic Center plan. The predomiance of City Hall in

the Civic Center is emphasized through generous landscaped setbacks on all four sides.

(Figure 2.9). In addition to City Hall, the grand plaza is framed by three monumental build-
ings (State Building, Old Main Library and Civic Auditorium) which are set back from the

propert line thus making the plaza appear larger. Fulton Mall, between Leavenwort and
Larki Streets, is strongly defined by the deep setbacks of the abuttg buildings. The War
Memorial Veteran Building and Opera House feature deep setbacks on all street frontages

and along the Fulton axis to provide space for the Memorial Court. The 1976 elimiation of

the rear setback of the Opera House should be considered an exception. Most other nearby

buildings, especially those nort and south of City Hall, do not have any setbacks and are

built to the propert line. This pattern should be
maintained.

Existing setbacks, or lack thereof
should be respected by new buildings and
additions to existing buildings. Encroachments
of buildings into the setback area should not be
peritted.

Special attention is required for the four
corner buildings on the diagonals of Civic Center

Plaz. The 1912 Civic Center Plan provides for these

buildings to have chamfered corners and entrances

at the corner intead of in the center of the facade.

The chmfered buildig corners should not
be substituted with convex corners or any other cor-

ner treatment as ths would defeat the intended ef-

fect of providing a strong definition of the Plaza.
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Setbacks in th Civic Center Area

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

State PUC Offce Building
War Memorial Veteran's Building

Opera House
Davies Symphony Hall

New Court Building Site

City Hall
Department of Public Health

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Californa State Building

Civic Cener Plaza

Civic Auditorium
Old Main Library

New Main Library

50 U.N. Plaza Federal Building
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In promotig compatibilty with the existig architectural character of the Civic

Center, building height and bulk are signficant design elements. However, they are also most

likely subject to development pressures as they determe the size of a building and the

amount of floor space to be accommodated therein.

To honor the integrity of the original plan and presere the predominance of City

Hall in the Civic Center complex, the height of the base or offce wing of City Hall (about
80 feet) needs to be maintained as the standard for othe building heights. The height of
the cornice line of City Hall (about 65 feet) is another important visual reference point to
be respected.

2. HEIGHT AND BULK
I:

i:

c

:
;
:

In some cases, it may be necessary to

accommodate an additional story or to hide

mecancal equipment, stair or elevator pent-

houss on a roof. Manard roofs are an appropri-

ate solution provided they are setback from the

facades.
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3. FACADE AND OPENINGS
The historic Beaux Arts buildings in the Civic Center share simlar treatment of the

facades with a vertcal and horiontal triparttion, symetr, arched entr and window form,
and decorative elements. These elements work in concert lending the Civic Center its disti-

guished character.
The three major horizontal elements of the facades are arranged over a plinth which

accommodates the slope of the lot. They are:

. a ruticated base containing two or thee stories which are indicated by rows of punched

windows and often arched entr ways;

. a shaft or piano nobile, two to three stories in height, in the grand order of vertcally-propor-

tioned elements, and crowned by a heavy cornce;

. a capital or attc, one story high, with punched windows.

Several buildings also have skylights or a manard roof which are set back from the

facade.

Mansard Roof

Plinth

l

I

I
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Old Main Library

cit Hall

Symetr of massing, in the classical style, is
provided by corner pavilons and axial entrances. Often

above an elegant flight of stairs, the entrances are often

elaborately designed with three or more decorated

doorways and beautiful bronze doors.

Among the most often used decorative elements

which enrich, defie, and modulate the horizontal and
vertcal scale, are single or paired columns, pilasters,

cornces, belt lines, pediments, and balustrades. Other

visual enchments are decorative metal screens over

large windows, stone or metal railigs, light fixtures, and

cast-stone statuary.

The scuptural depth of the facades and the

richess of decorative elements varies from building to

building and is generally strongest in ceremonial and

cultural public buildings than in governent offce
buildings.

The pedestran experience is of great importace
and requires special attention and imagiation in order to
make the area pleasing, attactive and safe. Where no

Federal Ofice 50 U.N. Plaz
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landscaped setbacks are required and facades border directly on the sidewalk, visual interest

should be crated at the pedestran level and blan walls avoided. This may be achieved

through artculation of the walls which is consistent with the overall facade organtion,

including rustication and other detailing, recesses in the depth of the facade, windows at the

pedestran level which allow views of the interior, lightig, stairs, retaing walls offering
seatig, and perhaps limted retail or simlar uses.

When a landscaped setback is required, plantig should be designed with attention

to pedestran safety and in a formal and dignified maner enhancing the Beaux Arts architec-

ture and public space.

4. MATERIALS AND COLOR
The visual unity of the Civic Center is strongly supported by the uniform appear-

ance and color of its materials. The older buildings are generally built in gray Raymond

grante. In the buildings of the 1930's, terracotta simulatig Raymond granite was used in
some cases, such as the War Memorial Veteran Building and Opera House. In more recent

buildings, light gray, high quality precast concrete is used successfully.

For new construction, these materls are approprte if they maintain the light

gray color, high quality surface finish, and appearance of substantial mass.

Materials to be considered for ornamentation or detailing are woo or bronze doors,

wood or metal sashes, metal screens over windows, clear glazing, copper or other metals for

visible roof elements. Materials such as grante, copper, bronze are costly yet they should be

used so that new buildings contrbute to the overall quality of the Civic Center complex.
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5. SIGNAGE
Signage on the historic Civic Center buildings is subdued and elegant. It includes

bronze plaques or letters, signage directly incised in granite or concrete, gold letterig on glass

entr ways, and relief emblems.

New signge should be restrained in size, color and style. It should be designed
with the goal of complementing and not distracting from the architectural character.

Marquees with signage, as on the Civic Auditorium and Davies Symphony Hall, should

only be permtted for these special and simlar uses and should be designed to integrate in the
buildig design.

Attaching baners to buildings to advertse exhibitions or public events has become

accepted. Recently, baners were hung in large numbers from utility poles in the public right

of way as well as from public buildings. Although most of the baners were well designed,

more is not always better, and a program coordintig baners in the Civic Center area can
help to increase their effectiveness.

: / -- ':it \ ,__ni__'_'" .;~\ ~J/¿
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City Hall War Memorial Building
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GUIDELINES FOR
SECONDARY FACADES

Secondary facades, as shownon Figure 2.8, are the rear
facades and their respective return of

buildings with primary facades, and

those facades which exceed the height of

the priary buildings and can be seen

from Civic Center Plaza or Fulton Mall/

Fulton Street/Memorial Court.

Several historic buildings (Old Department of Public Health, Secondary Facade

Main Library, Civic Auditorium, Depart-
ment of Public Health) have rear and side facades in a simpler, less elaborate and more fuc-

tional design and are built in either grante or grey or yellow industrial brick. Other buildings,

such as City Hall, War Memorial Veteran Building, Opera House and the Federal Buildig (50

Fulton Street), are designed with forml facades all around. Either approach is permssible for
new buildings in the Civic Center. However, since the secondary facades are likely to be the

interface between the Civic Center distrct and surounding neighborhoods, they should be

invitig and less formal th the priry facades. Yet they should also be of high architectual

quality, respectfl and deferetial to surounding historical buildings and neighborhood char-

acter, and should not compete with City Hall.

Seondary facades which exceed the height of primary buildings and can be viewed

from Civic Center Plaza or Fulton Mall, should serve as a background to the rich and monu-

mental Beaux Arts archtecture of the Civic Center complex. Any eye-atching features which

would compete with City Hall or distract from the architectual character of the Civic Center

should be avoided.

The mass of the building as permtted by the height limits and lot size should be
visually and/ or physically reduced so as not to overpower the historic buildings. The height

should be contained within a 20° view angle measured from the centerline of the Fulton axis.

(See Figure 2.6). The design should support the symetr of the historic buildings, and
feature materials of similar colors and textures.
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OPEN SPACE AND STREETS CAPE
TREATMENTS

OBJECTIVE 4

Maita strets and public open spaces withn the
Civic Center for the use and enjoyment of the
public and to emphasize the Centers monumental

archi tecture.

Civic Center Plaza, the streets, and other

open spaces with the Civic Center are an importat
component of the Civic Center's composition. They

provide spacig between the buildings and create the

grand settg for the entire complex. By providing
locations from which to view the surrounding

monumental architecture, these open spaces act as

"forecourts" to the buildings, and create the major

view corrdors of the Civic Center complex. (See

Figure 2.6).

The priary open spaces of the Civic Center

include: Civic Center Plaza; the Fulton Stret Mall;

United Nations Plaza; and the War Memorial Court.

(See Figure 2.10). The priry strets include those

which face Civic Center Plaza and the core Civic

Center buildings.

In may ways Civic Center Plaza is the heart

of Civic Center in the mids of many Sa

Franciscan. San Francisco's most important govern-

ment and civic buildings suround the Plaza: City

Hall with its magnficent dome; the State Building on

McAllster Street; Civic Auditorium and the Health

Departent building on Grove Stret; the Old Main

Library; and the New Main Library under constrc-

tion.

Civic Center Plaza and the other open spaces

within the Civic Center complex are utilized in many

ways. They are visited by Federal, State, City

workers, and other nearby office workers to brown

bag lunch, as well as national and international

tourists. People visitig the area's many cultural
facilties, attending performances and other events in

the Center may walk through Civic Center Plaza, and

other nearby open spaces. In addition, many large
public gatherigs and demonstrations, marches,

ralles, and parades take place at Civic Center open

spaces. Indeed, Civic Center Plaza's location at the

base of City Hall makes it the focal point for may, if

not most, of the political demonstrations and events

aimed at City governent.
The roadways and landscaped building

setbacks frame visual axes which allow visitors and

residents alike to view the Civic Center and its

Beaux Arts buildigs from good vantage points. The

landscaped setbacks, open spaces and roadways

within the Civic Center should be retained to provide

access to Civic Center buildings for offce workers,

residents, and tourists, and to accommodate the

area's many ralles and demonstrations, as well as

marches and parades.

i
4

Policy 1

Design Civic Center open spaces to serve as public
gathering places for ceremonial, cultural, and other
community activities.

Civic Center Plaza and the area's other open

spaces provide the location for a wide variety of

ceremonial, cultural, political, and other community
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activities to take place. The design of these spaces

makes them more (or less) successful to serve this

purpose.

United Nations Plaza is rather inormal,
with brick paving and a large fountain. The foun-

tain, sited off-center, is composed of massive grante

blocks and has many water jets; torrents of water arc

through the air.

The design of Fulton Mall is more formaL,

with symetrcally placed rows of trees, light
stadards, broad lawns, and benches.

With the constrction of Brooks Hall and an

underground parking garage in 1956, Civic Center

Plaza was reesigned with a formal site plan which

includes broad paved areas, four grupings of trees
surrounding lawn areas, and a large central reflectig

pool bordered on each side by three rows of pol-

larded trees which divide the plaza into nort and

south. The Plaza now has stairwells, an elevator

pavilon, and air vent strctures above grade con-

strcted in 1956 to serve the underground facilties.
The War Memorial Court, located between

the Opera House and the War Memorial Veteran'

Buiding on Van Ness Avenue, is perhaps the most

successful of Civic Center's open spaces. This small

formal court contain a broad lawn, neatly clipped

hedges and ground cover, and pollarded tres which

suround a pedestran walkway. Views of City Hall,
framed by decorative gates, are a promient feature
from the Court.

Civic Center Plaza has been used as the site

for many political ralles and ceremonial civic events,

as well as for art shows, carnvals, and other events

that appeal to San Francisco's demographically

diverse population. The War Memorial Court, as

well as the Plaza, is often used by nearby offce

workers and visitors as a place for a brown bag

lunch. The court, as well as other Civic Center open

spaces, also serves as the site for many cultural and

social events related to the Opera, Symphony, and

Ballet. The area also serves as the c;c.enic backdrop

for many tourit photographs, and professional film

and video productions.

Market Stret, United Nations Plaza, and the
Fulton Mall are regularly used as the route for many

parades, marches, and demonstrations which often

termate at the Civic Center Plaza or the steps of

City Hall. The State PUC building courtard and

steps on Van Ness Avenue also is often the site of

demonstrations to the State's elected offcials.

Simlarly, the Federal Building plaza on Golden Gate

Avenue is the site for public demonstrations about

national issues.

The City should encourage contiued use of

Civic Center Plaza and other open spaces in the

Center as the sites where people can gather and

demonstrate their political concern and desires, as
well as to enjoy cultural events and activities. Some

of the open spaces could be redesigned to better

serve the diverse uses which the spaces accommo-

date, and better reflect the Civic Center Beaux Arts

style.

Policy 2

Enhance the definition of the Civic Center as a spe-
cial distrct by using a distinct streetscape design ap-
propriate to the Beaux Art buildings. Develop De-
sign Guidelines for landscaping, pavement, street
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War Memorial
Court Civic Center Plaza

Fulton Street Mall

Extension

Fulton Street Mall

United Nations
Plaza

,
N MARKET STREET

Civic Center Plan

Figure 2.10

Civic Center Open Spaces
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lighting, public signs and street furnture for the Civic

Center complex.

I

San Francisco's Civic Center Complex is one

of the nation's most complete collections of Beaux

Art buildings set in a formal plan. However, the

streetsapes within the Civic Center do little to

enhance the district. Design guidelines should be

developed for all strets within the complex. Appli-

cation of the guidelines by private develQpers and

City agencies would strengten and enhance the
Civic Center. The City should investigate developing

a design and development program to fully fud
implementation of the guidelines.

The streetsape design guidelines should

cover the following elements: stret, sidewalk and

curb design, street tres, street lamps and other

lightig, signage, waste receptacles, the location,

design and maintenance of public toilets, news racks,

kiosks, and bus shelters. In addition, the gudelines

should cover sitig, design, and maintenance of food
vendor carts, seatig, and other streetsape elements.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
Policy 3

Encourage the selective use of directional sign and
banners. Their design should respect the character
of the Civic Center.r

I
Banners are attactive elements in the

streetsape and may be used in the Civic Center to

draw attention to public events, demarcate the

distrct and add color and visual interest. Banners
may advertse an event but not any business or

product. If the sponsor of an event needs to be

mentioned, the writig or logo should be restricted to

less than 15% of the area of the baner. As indis-

criminately employed baners may dimsh their
positive impact, guidelines should be developed and

agreed upon by the involved agencies to address the

authorization procedures, appropriate size and

design, location on buildings or utility poles, dura-

tion of exposure, and other techical details of their

intallation.
Directional signage, in several languages or

easily understandable symbols, anouncing public
places and events should be designed and located in

such a way as to maximize convenience to the public

while maintaing the visual integrity of the architec-
tural characteristics of the Civic Center. Public

service anouncements could be placed at tranit
shelters, public restrooms or news racks and should

be avoided in parks, plazas and on public buildings.

Traffc sign provide important inormation
to drivers, cyclists and pedestran. However, as an

overload of inormation dimiishes its effectiveness,
traffc sign should be placed selectively.

Policy 4

Develop a new design for the Civic Center Plaza
based on the principles of the 1912 design plan and
considering contemporary needs.

The origial design concept of Civic Center

Plaza by A. L. Warswick created a formal landscape

in the classic tradition. Along the Fulton axis, a

central space emphasized the approach to City Hall
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events, as well as smaller groups and individuals.

The design of the Plaza should be based on the

historic 1912 plan and provide a layout which better

accommodates desired pedestran travel patterns.

(See Figure 2.12).

c:
and provided a large gatherig space. The design

elements of the wide open plaza included two large

round fountain, formal landscaping in the form of

lawn and flower beds, and decorative paving. The
Plaza was framed by long row of dense tres along

most of the perieter. The four corners of the Plaza

were accentuated by circular design of the sidewalks

and chamfered corners of the four buildings on the

diagonal corners. (See Figure 2.11).

The design of the Plaza has changed over

tie. In 1956, the origial 1912 Plaza was demol-

ished to accommodate constrction of the under-

ground Brooks Hall exhibition facility and Civic
Center parkig garage. The redesigned plaza

includes a long east-west reflectig pool which

divides it in two and makes it less effective for large

public gatherigs. Each of the two areas is futher
broken up into lawn areas and four areas planted

with dense trees intended to act as widbreaks. The
design also had to accommodate air vent strctures,

stairwells, an entrance pavilon and vehcular access
ramps on McAllister, Larki and Fulton Strets.

These elements affect the design and us of Civic

Center Plaza. In addition, in 1994, a temporary

chldren's play area was intalled in the norteast

quadrant of the Plaza and is used by several child

care providers and individual families durg

daylight hours.
Civic Center Plaza should be redesigned to

elimiate or minmize the impact of these changes on
the use of the Plaza and to better serve as a public

gatherig place. The Plaza should better accommo-

date large cityide cultuaL, political and civic

....
==

Policy 5

Restore the original intersection design concept for
each of the four corners of the Civic Center Plaza.

c:

¡:
The 1912 Civic Center Master Plan proposed

a special design treatment at the four corner intersec-

tions of Civic Center Plaza. The original design

proposed circular intersections at the four corners. A

plan should be developed recalling the original plan,

and using materials appropriate to the settg.

i:
=
c:

Policy 6

Redesign the United Nations Plaza as a primary
"Gateway" to Civic Center, a major connection to
Market Street and starng point of the axis along the

Fulton Street Mall to the Civic Center.

=
::

The priary entrance to the Civic Center
from Market Street, the City's primary thoroughfare,

is the United Nations Plaza at Market and Fulton

Streets. The Plaza includes the Leavenwort Stret
right-of-way south of McAllister Street. United

Nations Plaza leads on to the Fulton Mall, which

contiues west towards City Hall. The Plaza and

Mall were constrcted in 1970, after the installation

of the underground tranit (BART, MUNI) systems.

The Plaza and Mall are paved with brick, similar to

Market Stret sidewalks. Located off the center of the

;:
c:
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=
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Fulton Street axis, United Nations Plaza contain a

large fountain in the Leavenworth Street right-of-

way. The Mall, in addition to the paved areas, has

grassy lawn areas and rows of sycamore trees. The
Mall is the site of a farmers market each Wednesday

and Sunday. Programmed uses of the site, such as

the farmers market or music performances should be

increased.

The curret design treatment of United

Nations Plaza does not successfully create the visual

gateway to the Civic Center that the site demands.

While the stret lamps and symetrcal treatment of

ground plane elements and rows of trees begin to
draw the eye toward City Hall, the sitig and design

of the fountain, light standards, and other elements

dimish the Plaza's role as the primary gateway to
the Civic Center complex and City Hall. As installed,

the Fulton Mall, from Hyde to Larki Strts, is

broad but not well defied.

Fulton Mall and U.N. Plaz should be

redesigned to make better use of the site, and fulfil

the opportity to make this the priary gateway to

the Civic Center. The City should intall vertcal

design elements (symetrcally sited wind-tolerant
trees, lightig, etc.) to frame views of the Civic

Center, and direct the eye and pedestrian flow from
Market Street towards City Hall. Replace the

massive, squat light stadards with light standards
better suited to the character of Civic Center's Beaux

Art buildings and formal plan; and create a focal
point for views from the Civic Center by removing

the fountain and replacing it with sculpture or

statuary placed in the Fulton Street centerline near

Market Street (such as the Pioneer Monument), or

~

.
I

I

I

I

sitig two elements symmetrically on either side of
the centerline, in order to create a "gateway" to the

Civic Center complex.

Policy 7

Extend the pedestran Mallon the Fulton Stret right-
of-way between Larkin and Hyde Streets.

The Fulton Mall was conceived as a grand

pedestrian mall, the main pedestran "Gateway" to

the Civic Center from Market Street, the City's "main

street". As planed, it extended from Market Street

through the Civic Center Plaza to City Hall, and

beyond. However, the pedestran mall was devel-

oped only between Jones and Hyde Streets. Fulton

Stret between Larki and Hyde Streets contain a
paved City street with two travel lanes and two

perpendicular parking lanes. In 1993, the Pioneer

Monument was moved from its origial location at

9th and Grove stret, to the middle of Fulton Street

between Hyde and Larki Streets (between the two

libraries).

The City should close this block of Fulton

Stret to vehicular traffc and extend the pedestran
mall within the Fulton Strt right-of-way from Hyde
to Larkin Street, completig the mall from Market

Strt to Civic Center Plaza at Larkin Stret, and

providing a grand pedestrian connection between the

new Main library and the old Main Library which

may be renovated and converted to a museum. The
Farmers Market should be extended onto this block,

and the City should investigate other potential uses

and activities that could activate the space both day

and night. Truck loading/unloading spaces should
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Figure 2.11

A.L. Warswick's original design concept for Civic Center Plaz
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be provided in the vicinty to accommodate the

Farmers Market.

The City should intall crosswalks with

distictve paving on Hyde and Larki Streets as
they cross the (extended) Fulton Street Mall. At the

crosswalks, the City should consider elevatig the

street to the level of the pedestran mall, or ramping
the mall down to street level at the pedestran

crosswalks to make the crossing more ceremonial,

and to create pedestran safety zones.

The design treatment of the Fulton Strt

Mall should include special paving materials and

framework devices (trees and other vertcal elements)

to strgten the visual and physical connection

between Market Stret and the Civic Center complex.

The design treatment of the hardsape should

employ elements that are compatible with the Beaux

Arts style of the Civic Center.

The extenion of the Mall wil reinorce the

priary Civic Center axis, which ru along the

Fulton Strt right-of-way, origiatig at Market

Strt and rug through the center of Civic Center

Plaz, though City Hall and acrs Van Ness

Avenue, and through the War Memorial Court, and

contiues west along Fulton Street.

Policy 8

Emphasize the Fulton Axs on the west side of City
Hall by visually and physically connecting City Hall
with the Memorial Plaza between the Opera House
and War Memorial Building and extending the open
space west of Memorial Cour to Franlin Street.

In the original 1912 Civic Center Plan by L.

A. Warswick, the Fulton axis contiued west of City

Hall. Fulton Street, a wide, tree-lined boulevard,

formed an entrance court for City Hall shaped like a

crescent with a central fountain and formal ornamen-

tal landscaping. The origial design concept was

changed with the sitig and design of the War
Memorial Opera House and Veteran building by
architect Artur Brown, Jr. and the space between the
buildings was integrated into the complex as a

memorial court.

The War Memorial Court is a small, inti-

mate, green space located between the War Memorial

Building and the Opera House betwee Van Ness

Avenue and Franin Street. The Court was designed
by Thoma Church in 1932 and the origial design
has been retaied. The space is simple and elegant.

Loal veteran organtions solicited soil from
battlegrounds around the world and planted the

courtard with this soiL. Veterans' groups consider

the grassy courtard to be sacred grounds and are
protectve of its use. They prefer that it remain an

open area with very limited passive uses.
The War Memorial Court is visually en-

closed by the War Memorial Building and Opera

House on the nort and south, and by City Hall
across Van Ness Avenue to the east. In addition,

massive ceremonial iron gates, painted a muted blue

and gold, frame the east and west sides of the Court

and visually enclose the space. The largest part of

the court is a broad "U" shaped lawn area. The lawn

is bordered by a paved walkway which in turn is set
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Civic Center Plan

Figure 2.12

Civic Center Plaz
Ilustrative design by Richard Hedman showing possible restoration plan as based on the original A.L. Warswick
design concept.
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within a bed planted in ivy and surrounded by a low

hedge. Pollarded sycamore trees are symetrcally
placed in the landscaped border on either side of the

walkway. Outside of the border, a ceremonial

carrage drive provides access for opera goers,

techcian, and service providers. In addition, there

are sidewalk adjacent to the War Memorial and

Op~ra House buildings. The sidewalk space just
south of the War Memorial Building should be

improved to mine open gratig and maxime
formal and inormal seatig and enjoyment of the

solar exposure along ths building wall.

Unti at least 1949, there was a direct
pedestran linkage from City Hall to the War Memo-

rial Court between the Opera House and War

Memorial buildings via a mid-block pedestran

crosswalk on Van Ness Avenue. Sometie after

1949, perhaps in the mid-1950's when Van Ness

Avenue was designated a state highway, the mid-

block crosswalk was removed. (See Figure 2.13).

West of City Hall, the Fulton Axis should be

restored. Th should be done by recratig a
signlized pedestran crosswalk on Van Ness Av-

enue, and by developing a plan to reclaim a small

area west of the Memorial Cour, curntly used for
parkig.

Just west of the Memorial Court is a small
paved area used for staff parkig and off-street
loading, priarily for the Opera Company. This
area, within the Fulton Strt view corrdor, should
be redesigned as a small ceremonial open space and

act as a forecourt to the grassy War Memorial Court.

The site should be designed as a hardscape, and

could contain a sculpture, statuary, or a similar

feature, centered on the Fulton Street centerline.

Vehicular access to the carrage entrance, the

Opera House off-street loading docks, and the
surface parkig lot west of the War Memorial

building should be retained. Any parkig removed

by the redesign of this area could be replaced with
the Performing Ar Garage, located half a block
away.
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Policy 9

Redesign Van Ness Avenue between McAllister and

Grove Streets to enhance this importnt streetscape
withn the Civic Center.

The forml composition of the Civic Center
Complex demads a visual and physical connection

between City Hall and the War Memorial Court. The

Van Ness Avenue stretsape for the block between

McAister and Grove Street should be redesigned to
recreate the mid-block crosswalk, thereby enancing

this most important entr to City Hall on Van Ness

Avenue.

/'

The streetsape design should include well

designed sidewalk and curbs, a mid-block cross-

walk, and central landscaped median, designed to

enhance and complement City Hall, the Veteran's

War Memorial and the Opera House. The chain lin

fence in the median should be removed, and a

pedestrian crosswalk intalled centered on the

centerline of the City Hall dome. Intallation of the
crosswalk would create an uninterrupted pedestran

linage between Market Street, the City's main stret,

~
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Civic Center Plan
Figure 2.13

Fu.on Stret Axis-Aeri photo shOw;ng pedestdan crosswalk on Van Ness Avenue beee McAlliser and
Grove Streets, circa 1949.
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and United Nations Plaza, Fulton Mall, Civic Center

Plaza, City Hall, and the residential and commercial

neighborhoods to the west.
The design of the Van Ness Avenue cross-

walk should employ handsome hardscape elements

which are compatible with the Beaux Art design of

the Civic Center complex. The landscaped median

strip along Van Ness Avenue should employ appro-
priate hardscape and landscape elements to enhance

this importat entr to the Civic Center, and to make

the civic importce of this location visible and
desirable. (See Figure 2.14).

Policy 10

Maxmie sun exposure to public plazas and open
spaces and protect these spaces from unpleasant
wids.

Civic Center open spaces and plazas are

important spaces for mass ceremonial gatherings, for

use by area workers, clients as well as retired and

unemployed residents, and for play by young

childre. Sun exposure and protecon from unpleas-

ant wids are crtical to the full enjoyment of these

spaces. Consistent (westerly) winds and tall build-
ings constrcted on the periphery of the Civic Center

have crated localied micro-climates and unpleasat

winds which dimih the usabilty of the plaza and
other open spaces. New buildings should be de-
signed in such a way as to mine shadows and

unpleasant winds on Civic Center plazs and open

spaces.

OBJECTIVE 5

Locate public art, monuments, statues, fountains

and sculpture in a way which contrbutes to the
signficance of the Civic Center complex, honors
the composition of the Beaux Arts Plan, and

enhances the definition of the space.

Fountain, public art, monuments, and

similar features can help to defie the grand spaces

of the Civic Center when they are well designed and

wrought, commemorate cultural or historic events, or

public figures of civic, national, or international

importace. They should be sited in a maer that
acknowledges and contrbutes to an understading
and enjoyment of the Civic Center complex, its

monumental Beaux Arts architecture, and formal

plan.

Policy 1

Develop a plan for siting public art in the Civic Cen-

ter, utilizing design principles which recognze and
strengthen existing visual axes, and view corrdors
to and withn the Civic Center.

A plan should be developed for sitig public

art in the Civic Center.
A number of monuments, statuary, sculpture

and fountain have been intalled in the Civic Center.

In the future, additional public art may be proposed

for intallation. All public art and sculpture should
be intalled according to a plan which recognizes and
helps to furter defie its relationship to the Civic
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Civic Center Plan
Figure 2.14

Van Ness Avenue
Ilustrative plan by Richard Hedman showing a Fulton axis cross-walk and a widened median treated
in a manner consistent with the original design concept.
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. Existing Sculpture or
Monument

Proposed Sculpture or
Monument

(! Proposed Fountains

o

Design Axis

,
N MAKET STRET

.........

Civic Center Plan
Figure 2.15
Principal design axis and remmended locations for permanent sculpture or monuments.
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Center's monumental Beaux Arts architecture, and

grand civic spaces. The plan should recognize
existig design axes and view corridors, and help to

further defie the importat relationships between

buildings and open space. The plan should identify

potential locations for public art, or include gude-

lines for sitig public art within the Civic Center

complex. (See Figure 2.15).

Policy 2

. Ensure that the cultural or historic event being com-

memorated in the public art, or person being hon-
ored by a monument or statuar is of civic importance.

Public art that is proposed to be intalled
within the Civic Center complex should be primarily

art which commemorates an importt cultural or
historic event, or honors an important individuaL.

The event or individual should be of local, state,

national, or international importce. In some
locations within the Civic Center, other public art of a

non-commemorative nature may be appropriate.

Policy 3

Ensure that public ar of a permanent nature to be

installed is of an appropriate scale to the Civic Cen-
ter, and is composed of materials which are durable
and appropriate to the settng.

The Civic Center's Beaux Arts buildings and

open spaces are composed of a limited pallet of

materials which are simple, handsome, well detailed,

and weather the passage of tie. The materials

which have been used advantageously in the Civic

Center complex to create a consistent composition

include: stone (granite, etc.), terra cott tile designed

to complement stone, metals (wrought iron, bronze,

etc.), well detailed and fihed ferro-cement (con-
crete), and simple landscape elem€:its (plantigs _
lawn: base plane; shrubs - mid level; trees: used to

create a ceiling plane, provide vertcal elements, or

enclose space). A limted pallet of simple materials,
textures and colors was selected and employed to

develop a consistent visual composition for the Civic

Center complex.

Monuments, statuary, sculpture, fountain
and other public art proposed to be installed in the

Civic Center should also utilize a limted pallet of

durable, handsome materials which complement the

Center's architecture and civic spaces. In most

intances, art work of a perment nature should be
limted to materials such as stone (grante, etc), well

fiished and detailed concrete, metal (wrought iron,

bronze, etc.) appropriate to its location, and consis-

tent with completed elements of the 1912 Civic

Center master plan. Public art which is of a more

temporary nature, may utilize a wider variety of

materials, but should also respect and complement

the special nature of the Civic Center's architecture,

grand civic spaces, and public art, fountain and
monuments.
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TRANSPORTATION J:

The successful fuctioning of the Civic
Center as a major daytime and nightte activity

center requires a balanced multi-modal tranporta-
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tion system which is safe, convenient, accessible and

affordable. San Francisco has a history of reliance on

public tranportation for both work and non-work

trps, and the Civic Center is an area of the City

which has a good selection of transportation alterna-

tives from which to choose. This compreensive

transportation system must meet all applicable locaL,

state and federal codes, including the American
With Disabilties Act and Title 24 of the Californa

Building Code, assurig accessibilty for all travel-

lers, including those with disabilties.
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OBJECTVE 6
Support and enhance the role of the Civic Center
as a major destination and departre point for San
Francisco residents, workers and visitors and meet

their needs for safe, convenient and affordable
travel to and from the Civic Center area.

Policy 1

Maintain and support public transit as the primar
mode of transportation for the Civic Center.

In 1973, the Sa Francisco City Planing
Commion and Board of Supervisors adopted the
'Tranit First Policy," giving top priority to public

tranit investments as the centerpiece of the City's

tranportation policy and adoptig stret capacity

and parkig policies to disourage increases in
automobile traffc. Public tranit helps reduce noise,
air pollution, and traffc congestion. The Civic

Center is well served by MUNI and other regional

transit operators including BART, Golden Gate

Tranit, and SamTrans. CalTrain and AC Transit are

I

I

I

also accessible from the Civic Center via MUNI

connections. Maintenance and enhancement of the

local transit system, and improvements to regional

transit lin are vital to ensure an effcient tranport-
tion network. Incentives need to be developed and
implemented which wil encourage commuters,
visitors and residents to use public tranit and
rideshare, thereby reducing the need for single

occupant automobile use.

Tranit as the priary mode of tranport-
tion assures increased access to the Civic Center for

all people. Public and businesses attactig large

numbers of employees and visitors should encourage

the use of public transit for trips to and from these

businesses. Employee commute services need to be

furter developed to motivate employees to com-

mute to work by public tranit or rideshare (van or

carpools). The Tranit First Policy encourages the use

of alternatives to the single occupant vehicle as a

mode of travel, and gives priority to the maintenace

and expansion of the local transit system and the

improvement of regional connections. The Transit

Preferential Streets Program is curretly being
improved which wil identify projects which would

make transit more attactive and viable as the
primary source of travel. Decisions to direct expendi-

tures toward improving vehicuar traffc congestion

and parkig conditions should first consider the

improvement of tranit operations.

Policy 2

Ensure choices among modes of travel and maintain

a well balanced multi-modal transportation system
for the Civic Center.
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Bicycling and walking play critical roles in

distributig people around transit and large activity
centers such as the Civic Center. Work trps can be

accomplished by walking and bicycling if the

distance from home to work is miimaL. Pedestran

and bicycle faciltis should provide safe connections

between transit, jobs, homes, shopping, and recre-

ational/ cultural activities.

::
The Civic Center is rich in its various modes

of travel: automobile, bus, streetcar, BART, taxi,

walkig, and bicycle. Mass tranit should be given
priority, especially for work trips and trps to recre-

ation and cultural events. Automobiles should

accommodate trps which are not suited for transit
Pedestran access should be given priority around

government and cultural centers, and along tranit
preferential streets within the Civic Center to facili-

tate pedestrian flow. Bicycling, taxis, and other

modes should be maintained and developed where

concentrations of activity are high. A well balanced

multi-modal tranporttion system provides choices

for the commuters, visitors, tourits, and residents of

the Civic Center.

Policy 3

Ensure adequate taxi, limousine and shutte servces.

Taxis are an alternative tranportation mode

heavily used in the Civic Center by residents and

visitors. Taxis are usd for both daytie and night-

time business and pleasure trps. Limousine and

shutte services are more prevalent during special

event fuctions and cultural activities. Suffcient taxi

queuing areas at major destiations within the Civic

Center should be designated to improve on-demand

service without causing street congestion and idling

traffc.

Policy 4

Provide safe and pleasant space for pedestrans and

bicycles.

::

i:

z:

OBJECTIVE 7

Develop and implement programs in the public
and private sectors which will support

transportation demand management for
congestion management, air quality regulation
compliance, mobilty and business vitality.

=

c
I:

Policy 1

Implement pnvate and public sector Transporttion
Demand Management (TDM) programs.

c
c

The purpose of TDM program is to reduce

the number of single occupant vehicle trps and to

brig about an overall reduction in automobile

dependency through education/ awareness, assis-
tance and incentives. Building on the successful

effort implemented at private worksites, such as the

downtown Transportation Brokerage Program, and

tailorig these efforts to the specific needs of Civic

Center commuters wil ensure success of TDM

programs for these commuters. These programs are

employer based, both public and private.
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Policy 2

Increase awareness of and develop strategies which
provide incentives for individuals to use transit, car-

pools and vanpools (rideshar), and which reduce the
need for new or expanded automobile and automo-

bile parking facilities.
l

l
Persons who drive alone must be made

aware of the availabilty of alternative tranportation
options and should be encouraged to tr them. At a

mium, dissemiation of inormation on available
alterntives, personalized commute plang
assistace, and special promotional activities wil

help make individuals aware of travel alternatives.

Strategies for tranit service improvements, rideshare

program, and pedestran and bicycle facilities

should be developed. Incentives are needed, such as

convenient tranit ticket sales, fare subsidies, prefer-

ential parkig for car and van pools, along with

disincentives, such as parkig pricing to create a cost
differential with tranit. Incentives should represent
a tie savigs, cost savings, and/ or enanced
convenience of travel by tranit or rideshare, com-

pared to travel by single occupant vehicle.

I

Policy 3

Use the local and regional transportation systems as
a means of guiding development and improving the
environment.

The tranporttion system should be used to

ensure more than mobility of people and goods into

and out of the Civic Center. The multi-modal

tranportation network should be enhanced to

preserve and create the desired activities and fuc-

tions of the Civic Center as both a major daytie and

nightte activity center. Transporttion improve-

ments may be necessary when proposed develop-

ment projects are projected to increase demands on

the tranportation system. Public and private

developments should be designed to enure that

transportation improvements wil encourage more
intenive use of the Civic Center. New development

employig large numbers of employees and/ or
attactig large numbers of visitors should be located

in convenent pedestran proximity to public transit

and off-street parkig facilities. Street, sidewalk and

transit improvements need to be made which

enance the hi.5toric fabric of the Civic Center, protect

its identity, and which is compatible with urban

design and streetsape guidelines. Re-design of the

Central Freeway should be done in such a maner as

to best meet the needs of adjacent neighborhoods,

including the Civic Center.

OBJECTVE 8
Apply parking management techniques and
strategies which provide effcient use of existing
parking supply and reduce the need for new
parking capacity.

Policy i

Maxmize the efficient use of existing parking.

Long-term parking, both on- and off-street,
should be discouraged for the single occupant

vehicle. A porton of both on- and off-street parkig

should be dedicated for use by ridesharing vehicles.
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Off-street parking should allocate a portion of spaces

for ridesharig vehicles, compact automobiles,

motorcycles, and bicycle parkig proportional to the

travelers in the Civic Center. Hours of operation for

parking facilties should be consistent with the needs

of nearby users. Security and lightig within the

facility should be assured. Existig parkig re-
sources should be identified, priced and marketed to

adequately serve patrons, clients, students and

workers by area intitutions and art presenters.

Existig and new accessory parking should be made

available to nearby residents and the general public

for short-term and evenig parkig when not needed
for business or intitutional use.

The City should inure adequate pedestran

lightig on sidewalk spaces along major pedestran

trails between parkig and transit stops and night-
tie destitions.

Policy 2

Locate any new parking facilties beyond the west-
ern periphery of the Civic Center core, with direct ve-

hicular access to major thoroughfars.

Any new parkig facilities should be

designed and operated to provide rapid and safe

ingrss/ egrss to prevent stret congestion and avoid

long idling ties for vehicles enterig or leaving a

parking facilty. Any new parking facilities need

ready access to / from freeway ramps or major

thoroughfares to avoid confict with tranit preferen-

tial streets, pedestrian, and concentrated group

activities that occur at the Civic Center. Any new or

enlarged parkig facilities should not adversely affect

the livabilty and desirabilty of the Civic Center.

Policy 3

If parking demand becomes significant, consider
wide-scale transit improvements as well as, or as an
alternative to, additional parking as par of a balanced

solution.

Where parking demand exceeds supply,

there is an indication that available transit services

are inuffcient in term or its convenience and
accessibilty. Transit improvements in-lieu of parkig

expansion can effectively relieve the parkig demand

if the tranit improvements are well connected
throughout the city and the region.
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2.2 Civic Center Strategic Development Program

Civic Center Mission Statement

The San Franciso Civic Center fuctions as
the symbolic seat of the City and County

governent. It is also host to monumental
federal and state governent and judicial buildings.

It is the ceremonial public gathering place in a city

whose residents vigorously pursue and defend

democatic processes, often through ceremonial mass

gatherigs. Civic Center is the City's symbolic

"public space" for fairs, rallies, festivals, parades for

residents, workers and visitors and for retired,

unemployed and homeless people.

In support of this Function and Mission, the

City is commtted to create a safe, dynamic and

pleasant 24-hour 'campus' of the Civic Center and its

environs. In doing so it should achieve the following

Goals:

· Maintain and reinorce the Civic Center as
the City's central place for governent

admstration, judicial servces, and public

gatherigs and as a center for art and
culture. Facilitate the orderly expansion of

educational intitutions, partcularly those

related to the arts, law and public policy.

· Improve the urban environment by increas-
ing safety, maximing day and nightte
activities and facilitatig the sharig of
public facilties.

· Preserve architecturally significant strctures
and enance the architectural character of

the area through proper design of new

buildings, additions to existig buildings,
open spaces and strets, and signage.

· Preserve and enance view corrdors to Civic

Center.

· Maintain sun exposure to public plazas and

open spaces and protect these spaces from

unpleasat winds.

n
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Vision of Success for the Civic Center
In the year 2000, the City anticipates that the

Civic Center wil serve as the City's center for

governent offce and judicial activities, wil serve as

the City's ceremonial public gatherig space, and

wil be the center for local legislative activities.

The Civic Center wil offer daytie govern-
ment admistrative, judicial, educational, recre-

ational, entertinent and cultural activities, and

associated commercial services and wil host night-

tie educational, recreational, entertinent and
cultural activities and their associated residential and

commercial actvities.

The Civic Center wil host the most attac-

tive cluster of monumental and handsome Beaux

Art public buildings in the nation. All facilities wil
be safe, clean, pleasant, convenient and fully acces-

sible to the City's residents, workers and visitors.

The Civic Center's plazas and open spaces
wil be safe, clean, well-maintained, well-lit and fully

accessible and wil be lined by a distict stretscape

design and pedestran trail! circulation system.

/"

;"
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The Civic Center wil be accessible by safe,

effcient, accessible, pleasant and affordable public

tranit including day and nightte local and
regional underground rail service, above-round

buses and trolleys, and taxis. Well-lit, dean, conve-

nient and affordable parkig for visitor and com-

muter cars, vans and buses wil be maintained.

Civic Center Stakeholder Analysis
Numerous people are "stakeholders" in the

well-being of the Civic Center. They are users of

governent services and facilities, visitors, workers,

people involved in the legislative process of govern-

ment and other residents of the City. The Mission

Statement, Vision for Success and Strategic Action

Plan for the Civic Center must satify the needs and

desires of the area's stakeholders which include:

Residents of the City and Area

Commutig Workers
Resident Visitors

Students of Area Scools

Clients of Governent Servces

Toursts
Homeless, Retired, Unemployed People

Park, Plaza and Recreation Facility users

Patrons of the Arts and Museum

Clients of Fairs, Markets

Neighborhood Groups Attending Governent

Meetigs
Legilative Bodies

Local Business Communty

Unions

Political Parties

Taxpayers

Financial Intitutions

Architectral and Historic Preservation Interest

Groups

Other Interest Groups

As you can see, the Civic Center is held dear

by most residents, workers and visitors to the City.

Hundreds of thousands of people visit the Center

each year. The stakes are high for creatig a safe,
dynamic and pleasat Civic Center in the most

effcient and cost-effective way possible.

Problems, Opportunities and Threats

Within the Civic Center
Problems

. Civic Center is perceived by many as "dirty" and

unfe.

. Public buildings which have a "captive" audi-

ence durig the day (courts, permt agencies and
legislative bodies) are empty and dark at night.

. Poor lightig and inuffcient directional signage.

. Sidewalks, plazas and transit stations are filthy

and need regular cleaning, consolidation and

reorganiztion of uses and street furnture,
improved pedestran-scale lightig, and multi-
lingual directonal signage.
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· Lack of evening activities along the eastern edge

of the Center.

· Intitutional uses (scools, governent offces,
court, theaters) often feature blank walls and

setbacks from the sidewalk, lacking pedestran

interaction and visual interest.

· Surface parking lots and abandoned buildings

stifle the area.

· Winds are often uncomfortable and can be

dangerous to frail pedestran.

· Traffc signal tiing across Van Ness Avenue is

too short for pedestran.

· Taxi service is haphazard and ineffcient. Major

destitions with the Center need clearly

marked, dedicated taxi queuig areas to increase

the effciency of taxi servce, both day and night.

· Handsome landmrk public buildings which
delight and impress durig the day appear dark,
isolated and formdable at night.

· Seismic strngtening, hazardous materials

removal and accessibilty improvements to

monumental public buildings with the Civic
Center wil cost over $400 millon over the next

decade. The $40 millon does not count the cost
of fiancing constrction which can equal the

cost of constrction.

· Five landmark buildings may be in need of

tenants which could adapt their use to these

spaces:

The Old Main Library with 170,000 sq.ft.;

The 50 UN. Plaza Federal Building with

183,650 sq.ft.;

The MOMA gallery space within the

Veteran Bldg. with 45,000 sq.ft.;

The 856 seat Nourse Auditorium at 135 Van

Ness Avenue; and

The 38,000 sq.ft. Hiberna Ban at Market
and Jones Streets.

Opportnities
· Symbolic governent center and public gather-

ing place.

· Central place location.

· Effcient tranit services and suffcient day and
nightte parkig.

· Handsome architectre.

· Sun exposure and impressive view corrdors.

· Concentration of art activities in nearby store
fronts, loft buildings and monumental buildings.

en

· Vacant lots appropriate for in-fil developments.

i
~
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· The seismic strengtening and rehabiltation of
major FederaL, State and Local public buildings

can include improvements, such as better
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pedestrian-scale lightig, which can improve the

physical environment of the Center.

Potential Threats

. Inuffcient public support, voter support or City

agency support for physical improvements, such

as plaza, mall, signage, street light or furnture

improvements to the area.

. Limited Bond Sales capacity to fiish seismic

strengtening and restoration of all public

landmark buildings.

. Long constrction period for all seismic work in
the area wil cause noise, dust and traffc conges-
tion during periods when new customers and

patrons are introduced to the Center, delayig

the beneficial impacts of incremental physical

improvements.

Short Term Strategic Issues for the
Civic Center

Goal: Clean the area, Make it safe, and Bring
destinations to the area-a reason to be
there day and night.

1. Cleaniness. Filthy and malodorous sidewalks

and trash in public spaces have contrbuted to

the perception of the Civic Center as an unpleas-

ant place to visit. What can we do to clean up

the area and inure it is properly maintained?

. Steam clean the sidewalks, particularly

along pedestrian paths from transit stops

and parkig facilities;

· Consolidate newsracks;

. Provide 24-hour accessible public toilets;

. Maintain manual and mechanical sweeping.

2. Safety. Poor lightig of buildings, plazas and

pedestrian walkways have increased public

perception of the Civic Center as a dangerous

place and has resulted in people avoiding the

area after dark. What can we do to inure safety
and increase the perception of safety in the Civic

Center?

. Intall lightig on buildings directed toward

pedestrians, building entrances and building

"nooks and cranies";

. Intall pedestrian-oriented street lights on

MU trolley poles;

. Thin tres under street lights so light
penetrates to the sidewalk space;

. Intall street lightig at garage/parking

facilty entrances and along a delineated

pedestran path to major destiations;
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. Increase uniform police presence in the area,

particularly at specific times such as the

openg of new or rehabiltated public

buildings like the Civic Auditorium, Library,

or Opera House.

3. Pedestran Interest. Many of the buildings are

occupied exclusively by dayte uses and are

empty of people at night. What can we do to
attact nightte activities to the area?

. Encourage regular performances by the

City's many multi-cultural and cuttg edge

performg groups to be accommodated

within two new small, 200 seat theaters with

direct access to the street along the Center's

eastern edge and lined fuctionally and

visually to Mid-Market Street theaters;

. Encourage and expedite permts for coffee-

houses, cafes and nightclubs to locate with
the Civic Center and Mid-Market area;

. Encourage and expedite daytie and

nightte permts for stret artt vendors
and other licensed vendors to locate at

specific sites along the U.N. Plaza and Mid-

Market Strt corrdor;

. Encourage small theater, film/video and

literary groups to use public theaters,

auditorium and meetig rooms for public

performances;

. Encourage artistic and entertainent day

and nighttme performances in specific sites

within plazas and oJer public spaces in the

area;

. Encourage and expedite outdoor ding and

seatig permts in the area;

..

. Encourage window art intallations along
pedestran corridors;
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. Encourage nightte hours for local libraries
and educational programs;

. Encourage the constrction of student

housing.

Short Term Implementation Priorities
It is recommended that the following public

sector investments be implemented imediately to
ameliorate the poor image of the Civic Center such

that the public wil use the area with more confi-

dence and private sector investments wil follow this

greater us of the Center's facilities. By"immedi-
ately", we mean as soon as each implementig

departent can identify the costs and resources
required, the fiancing plan for implementation, and
the scheduling of the workprogram to implement the

activity. It is anticipated that most improvements can

be undertken in the upcomig fiscal year, begiing

July 1995. Oter activities are most effciently
implemented when major facilties are expected to

open to the public.

~
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The underlying "strategy" for these invest-

ments is to use existig public resources to clean and

light the area in advance of introducing people to the

attactions and destiations proposed to be devel-

oped or rehabiltated in the area. For example, the

City's $100 millon investment in a new Main Library

should be coordinated with miimal investments,
using existig city resources, to steam clean the

sidewalks and intall pedestran-level lightig at

Market/Grove/Hyde Streets and UN. Plaza so that
the tranit entrances to the library are perceived as

safe and appealing. This should be done before the

new Library opens its doors in 1996. If the area is

perceived as clean and safe for the thousnds of
people who wil use the new library and attend the

Ballet and Opera at their temporary quarters in the

Civic Auditorium and Orpheum Theater, then they

wil return to other events on the Center's eastern

edge as well as to other facilties within the area.
It is anticipated that the Civic Center wil

undergo constrction activities for the next eight

years. The City can take advantage of these public

investments to, at a minimum, clean and light the

area. This wil make it a more safe and pleasat

environment. Greater public confidence in the area

wil stimulate private sector investments in the area

which wil enable the City to achieve its vision of a

safe, dynamic and pleasat 24-hour 'campus' of the

Civic Center.

Civic Center Strategic Development Implementation Program

Task

1. Steam clea the sidewalk

at the Civic Center BAR /MUI
Stations leadig to the new
Ma Library.

2. Clean the BART /MUI interior
hallways leading to the new Main
Librar.

3. Intall multi-lingul directonal

signage anouncing the location of
major Civic Center Public Facilities,
including the new Main Library.

4. Clean the stairwells to the Civic
Center Garage and adapt above-ground exits
so they are within view of passrsby
and police.

Responsible Agency Desired Start Date"

Departent of Public
Works (DPW, Strt Cleang

Division

Feb. 1996

BART, Departent of

Tranporttion-MU
Feb. 1996

Deparent of Parking
and Traffc (DPT)

Feb. 1996

Recreation and Park
Departent, DPT

Jan. 1996

"pending availabilty
of fudig
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Task Responsible Agency Desired Star Date'"

5. Tri the street tree and narow DPW, Division of Urban Jan. 1995

the canopy to allow penetration of Forestr
light to the peestrian from street
lights.

6. Intall pedestran-level street Public Utities Commsion July 1995
lights on extig strt traffc Bureau of Light, Heat and

'r

light poles and, where appropriate, Power
on public buildings. r

cr
7. Inure that public toilets in Numerous City Agencies July 1995

..
c

public buildigs, including the
,
;i

Civic Center Garage, are clean
r
r

and accesible for as many hours C

of the day as is feasible.
,,..
t

8. Intall a 24 hour accessible, DPW July1995
C,

fre public toilet near the Seventh
and Market Street intersecton or
within U.N. Pla.

9. Encourage area workers to use DPW,Plang, Jan. 1995

U.N. Plaz/Fulton Mall/Civic Center Art Commsion
Plaz areas by facilitatig permits Rec/Park, Board of

for noontime and after work hours Supervisors .pendig availbility
outdoor market, music concert, of fuding
artst vendors, and/or outdoor cafes.

Once these critical investments are accom-

plished, the public wil be able to "see", "smell" and

"feel" the improvements and wil, again, feel safe

and confident about using the Center's facilities.

Once this is accomplished, the following larger

development program wil produce the Vision for the

Civic Center and wil fulfill the overall goal of

creating a safe, dynamic and pleasant 24-hour

campus of the Civic Center and its environs.
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LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

GOVERNMENT OFFICE SPACE
The Master Plan seeks to concentrate

governent admiistrative activities within the Civic
Center. The Civic Center is a successful center of

government and cultual activities. However, at

present, it is not the center of governent or culture,
as governent has spread out throughout the

Downtown and South of Market areas. Nonetheless,

the Civic Center is a major center of governent and

the trend is for governent admistrative activities
to leave leased space in separate buildings through-

out the City and consolidate in owned facilities

within the Civic Center. The following development

proposals for the Civic Center could optie
governent fuctions, reduce cost, increase effcien-
cies and public convenience, and strengten its role
as the City's center of governent and culture.

Analyses of these City offce proposals are described

in detail in the Civic Center Study Goverment Ofce

Space Facilities Plan Preliminary Report, published by

the Plang Departent in Augut 1993.

Federal Office Space
The Federal General Servces Admistration

(GSA) manages the Federal governent's building

resources. The Federal governent owns three
buildings within the Civic Center area: The 183,000

square feet offce building at 50 UN. Plaza; the

964,800 sq .ft. offce/ court building at 450 Golden

Gate Avenue; and the 191,300 sq.ft. courtouse at

..
'a.

Seventh and Mission Streets (Old Main Post Offce).

The Federal GSA leases 826,000 sq.ft. of offce space

in 15 buildings in the City and would like to consoli-

date a large part of these activities into one large

building they would own within the Civic Center

area. The Federal GSA is currently pursuing design

plans for a $172 millon, 400,000 net sq.ft. offce

building on a parcel at Tenth and Market Streets. The

GSA has been rehabiltatig the 20 story offce/
courts building at 450 Golden Gate Avenue for a

number of years. They are currently removing

asbestos in ceilings and walls in a phased floor-by-

floor constrction program and should have all floors

repaired by 1996.

The Federal GSA is also managig the

seismic-strengthening and restoration of the Old

Main Post Offce for use as a federal appeals court-

house at a cost of $91 million. The GSA is investigat-

ing the feasibility of strengthening the landmark 50

UN. Plaza offce building which is estiated to cost

$64 millon. The GSA is investigatig the most
appropriate us for the 50 UN. Plaza building and is

considerig convertg the building to a center of

Federal agencies serving San Francisco residents.

Federal agencies related to serving or preserving the

art and landmark buildings, like the National Parks

Service or the Smithsonian Intitution, could be likely

agencies. However, it may be determed that it is
not cost effective to rehabilitate the 50 UN. Plaza

building for offce use when a new building, less than
four blocks away, would offer more effcient offce

space at a lower per-square-foot cost. If this is the

case, the Federal GSA may consider the 50 UN.

Plaza building to be redundant for offce use and
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may seek other federal uses for the building. Consid-

erig its location with the convergence of Market

Stret and Civic Center, a cultural facility would be

an appropriate reuse for the building. It may be
possible to combine a conslidated City history

museum with a related Smithonian Intitution
museum operation within the building. Such

cooperative uses for the building should be investi-

gated.

State Office Space
The State GSA owns and manages 6 offce

buildings within the Civic Center, many of which

were damaged by the 1989 Loma Prieta eartquake.

Since its move to Oakland, Caltrans has declared

surplus and sold a 150,00 sq.ft. offce building on
the periphery of the Civic Center at 150 Oak Stret.

The State GSA leases approxitely 800,00 sq.ft. of
offce space in 28 buildings within the City. They
would like to consolidate their offce activities within

and retu their cour actvities to the Civic Center on

land they own. They would like to seismicly-

strengthen and restore the 113,800 sq.ft. landmark

350 McAllister building as a courtouse at a cost of

about $70 millon. They would also like to demolish

the adjoing seven-story, 234,00 sq.ft. offce build-

ing at 455 Golden Gate Avenue and replace it with an

800,00 sq.ft. offce building on the same site at a cost

of about $170 millon. If this were accomplished, the

120,00 sq.ft. offce building at 525 Golden Gate

Avenue, damaged by the eartquake and in need of

extensive asbestos abatement, could be declared

surplus and sold.

CiViC CENTER
Development Program

City Office Space
The Civic Center fuctions as the symbolic

seat of San Francisco governent admistrative
activities. The space provided by City Hall and the

single City offce building identified in the 1912 Plan

and constrcted at 101 Grove Street in 1932 was

quickly absorbed by City agencies. The City own
1.5 millon sq .ft. of offce space in 22 buildings both

inide and outside the Civic Center. By 1992, the City

rented an additional 529,670 sq.ft. of offce space in

21 buildings within a 64 block area surrounding the

Civic Center at anual rents of $8.8 millon.

Costs assocated with offces for governent
admstrative workers in separate buildings within

the 64 block area include: Staff tie and wages

devoted to traveling to and from buildings for

meetigs with divisions within the agency or with

staff of closely related agencies; costs for duplicative

support services, equipment and facilities; and rent

costs. Reorganing the space distribution of City

agencies into fuctional clusters could save millons

of dollars each year in increased work effciencies, in

eliation of duplicative services and facilities, and

in rent savings. Improved work space and electrnic

communcation and record-keeping systems, high

speed ban of elevators and multi-lingual direc-

tional signage would increase work effciencies and

public convenience.

The Plang Department conducted a

comprehensive City offce space facilities planng

study in Sprig of 1993 which resulted in the publica-

tion of the previously mentioned August 1993

Governent Offce Space Report. The study recom-
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1. Legislative Activity-frequent large public

hearigs.
2. Public Interaction-direct public contact, frequent

public contact.

3. Close workig relationship and frequent per-
sonal contact with an agency meetig criteria 1

or2.

~
mended the development of new City offce build-

ings to house fuctional clusters of City agencies to

achieve the following goals.

Goal: Improve service, reduce costs
and maximize convenience.
· Facilitate the effcient use of public resources by

miizing duplication of services and facilities,
by consolidatig adminstrative fuctions, by
sharing resources and by occupying City-owned

facilties.

· Increase productivity of governent workers by

creatig effcient work spaces, improving

electonic communcation and records systems,

and by locatig agencies together with, or in

close proximity to, other agencies with which

they maintain frequent workig relationships.

· Maxime convenience and accessibilty to
servces for the public.

· Facilitate the implementation of Civic Center
Master Plan policies.

To accomplish these goals, the study identi-

fied the following agency location criteria.

Agencies to be located in City Hall and its environs

within the Civic Center should be sited based on the

total square footage needed for the agency, as part of

a fuctonal cluster, measured by the following

hierarchical criteria:

'I

.

~

c

4. Need tranit accessibility.

5. Ceremonial or historic presence within the area. ,

Functional Ci usters of City Agencies
Based on these principles, the following

clusters of fuctional relationships emerged. The
fuctional clusters are listed in the order of effciency

for location within City Hall, adjacent to City Hall, or

outside of the 16 block Civic Center core area.

~

(l,

1
"

Inside City Hall

Function: Legislative Bodies

Agencies: Board of Supervisors

Mayor's Offce

Mayor's Citizen's Assistance Center

lI.

;

1i

\'

Function: Governent Administration-General
Agencies: Purchaser

Recorder's Offce

Regitrar of Voters

l

I

Function: Governent Administration-Finance
Agencies: Audits Division of the Contrller

Payroll/Personnel Services

I

l
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Tax Collector-Business Tax Division

Assessor's Offce

Controller's Offce

Risk Management Program (CAO)

Treasurer's Offce

Adjacent to City Hall
Function: Planng and Development Servces

Agencies: Mayor's Offce of Communty Develop-

ment
Mayor's Offce of Housing

Mayor's Offce of Economic Plang
and Development

Planng Departent

Bureau of Building Inpection (BBI)

Functon:
Agencies:

Capital Asset Management
Chief Admtrative Offcer (CAO)

Admintration
Bureau of Constrction Management of
DPW

Bureau of Engieerig of DPW
Real Estate Departent
Bureau of Architectue of DPW

Offce of Capital Resources Management

of DPW

Housing Authority

San Francisco Redevelopment Agency

Convention Facilities Departent

Moscone Convention Center Expanion

Financial Management/ Admistration
of DPW

Subdivisions, Surveys and Mapping of

DPW

Function: Legal Services

Agencies: Legal Services-Civil

City Attorney

Commission on the Statu of Women

Human Rights Commssion

Rent Board

Relocation Appeals Board

Assessment Appeals Board

Board of Permit Appeals

Municipal Court-Civil

Superior Court--Civil

Small Claim Court
Law Library

Sheriff's Departent-Bailffs and
Civil Division

"

r
c
r-..
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~
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Function: Cultural Ar Servces
Agencies: San Francisco Art Commssion

War Memorial/Performg Art Center

Film and Video Art Commssion

Grants for the Ar

Function: Information Servces

Agencies: Inormation Services Division of

Controller

MI5-omputer Services of Dept.
Public Health (DPH)

ISD Systems and Programmg of
Controller

Management Information Systems

of PUC

Dept. of Electrcity and Telecommun-

nications of DPW
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Electronic Info. Processing of CAO

LSD of Controller

Computer Services Division of DPW

Reprod uction (prit Shop)

Function: Personnel Servces

Agencies: Health and Safety of PUC

Health Service System

Personnel and Trainng of PUC

Protective Services of PUC

Retirement System

Personnel Admistration Division of
DPW

Employee Assistance Program of DPH

Employee Relations Division of the

Mayor's Offce

Civil Servce Commssion

Functon: Transporttion Servces
Agencies: Departent of Parkig and Traffc

(OPT
Traffc Engieerig Division of Parkig

and Traffc
Residential Parking Permt of DPT

Traffc Court of DPT

Muncipal Railway of PUC

Tranportation Authority of

Board of Supervisors

Waterfront Tranportation

Outside the 16 Block Civic Center Core Area

Function: Health Servces

Agencies: Department of Public Health Admis-
tration

cCommunity Mental Health Services

(CMHS) Central City Seniors
Offce of Senior Health Servces of DPH

City Clinc Anex of DPH
Consrvatorship Services of DPH

Lead Program of DPH

Mental Health, Substance Abuse and

Forensic Services of DPH

AB 75 Program of DPH

EMS Agency of DPH

Tobacco Free Project of DPH

Wedge Program of DPH

AIDS Services of DPH

c

c

:
c
lI.

Function: Social Servces

Agencies: Mayors Offce of Children, Youth and

the Family

Departent of Social Services

Commission on the Aging

Public Administrator /Public Guardian

S.F. Council of American Legion

(Veteran)

::

::

::

'Z:

Functon: Recreation Servces

Agencies: Recreation and Park Departent ;:

Function: Educational Servces

Agencies: San Francisco Unified Scool Distrct

S.F. Community College Distrct

Child Care Services (some should be

based within the Civic Center core area

to serve legislative and judicial activi-

ties)

li..

;:

~
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Function:

Agencies:

Functon:

Agencies:

Function:

Agencies:

Function:

Utilities

Bureau of Energy Conservation of PUC

Solid Waste Management of CAO

Hetch Hetchy Water and Power

Utilities Engieerig Bureau of PUC
Water Department of PUC

Public Utilities Commssion Admistra-
tion

Public Protection

Fire Departent
Police Departent

Legal Servces-Criminal Justice
Mayor's Crimal Justice Council

Sheriff's Departent
Police Department

Public Defender

Ditrct Attorney

Adult Probation

O.R. Project

Coroner's Offce

Misc.

Agrculture/Weights and Measures

(CAO)

Port

Airport

Reorganization of Agencies into
Functional Clusters and Siting of
Agencies

The economic benefits of increasing work

effciencies by combing simlar fuctons to share
resources, by reducig wasted staff tie through

greater proximty of related activities, and greater
convenience to the public warrant consideration of

constrctig new City offce buildings rather than

have many fuctions remain in disparate, leased

space.

r
c
r-..
c
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An analysis of Civic Center servces indicate

that they are, by and large, permanent, intitutional
services that should be placed in permanent, City-

owned facilities. Substantial economic savigs can

be achieved by reducing staff travel time with
agency buildings and between disparate agency

locations as staff travel to meet with same or other

fuctionally-related agencies. Investment in five new
buildings with suffcient bans of high-speed
elevators, desk top access to electronic fies and

records, and electronic telecommuncations can

acheve a mium savigs of one hour of travel
tie for each of the City's 4,00 fuctionally-related

admistrative offce employees. This tranlates to a
mium of $6,148,500 in wages presently devoted
to travel tie each year. This, combined with the $11

millon the City pays in rent for disparate admstra-
tive offce space, costs the City $17.2 millon a year.

Investig in City-owned buildings within which

fuctionally-related agencies could be located could

save over $300 millon in wage effciencies and in

rent over a 30 year period.
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Purchasing existig nearby offce buildings

at ''bargain'' prices may not optimie work effcien-

cies or public convenience and therefore may not be

viewed as the most effcient long-term solution.

Leasing and / or purchasing vacant nearby offce

space should be viewed as an interim solution to the

relocation needs of City agencies durig the period
the governent offce buildings are repaired and
seismicly strengtened.

Clearly, not all admistrative offce fuc-

tions could or should be located within the Civic

Center area. Some are better suited to be located

near their major fuctionally-related agency or

resource. A criinal justice cluster should be located

near the criinal courts and detention facilities.

Health services would be most effciently and

conveniently located near the Public County hospital,

S.F. General. The Governent Offce Facilities Plan

study looked at fuctonal relationships, space needs

and location criteria of all City admstrative

agencies.

Optimal Government Office Locations
The Master Plan seeks to concentrate

governent admistrative activities within the Civic
Center. The Civic Center is a successful center of

governent and cutural activities. The following
development program proposals for the Civic Center

could optize governent fuctions, reduce cost,
increase effciencies and public convenience, and

strngten its role as the City's center of governent
and culture. These proposals warrant consideration

as a first step to developing a long range approach

for public admistrative facilities.
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Inside Civic Center
The most effcient sitig of fuctional

clusters called for locatig some agencies in new

buildings outside of the Civic Center; these are

described below. In all cases, in addition to the new

library and a new courthouse within the Civic

Center, the need for two new office buildings is

suggested: an annex to 101 Grove Street to house

agencies that relate closely to fuctions in City Hall;

and a new offce building located within one block of

City Hall to house planning, building and permit

processing services and asset management clusters.
The most cost effective and effcient City

governent offce development scenarios feature a
new City offce building next to 101 Grove Street.

This would complete the "framig" of City Hall on

its southern block and would house an information

services cluster, a personnel services cluster and a

cultural art cluster of agencies which now pay more
than $1.3 millon in rent for 144,424 sq.ft. in 12

buildings.
Also included within this scenario is a

transportation cluster comprised of seven tranport-
tion agencies located within a City-owned (COP

purchase) building in Civic Center. With relocation

of the bus repair facility, the 80 year old MU offce
building at 949 Presidio could be adapted to revenue-

generatig residential and/ or commercial uses which

may be better suited to that neighborhood.
The third element of this scenario features a

new large City offce building located within one

block from City Hall, preferably on the half-block

nort of Redwood Street between Van Ness and

Golden Gate Avenues. The height limit of this site, at
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130 feet, would allow sufficient square footage to

accomodate the planing and development (permt
services) and capital asset management fuctional

clusters which critically need to be located within the

Civic Center core area for greatest effciency and

public convenience. This development is viewed as

the most effcient and cost effective because it would

house the largest number of City agencies with high

public contact, high interacton, and similar fuc-
tions.

I

,
l

-
Because of the delicate urban design context

of the monumental landmark buildings comprising

Civic Center, buildigs imediately surounding
City Hall must not exceed a certin height and must

feature exterior fishes which complement the older

landmark buildings. Nonetheless, the constrction of
the proposed 80 foot tall civil courous on the block

nort of City Hall and the constrction of a 70 foot

anex to 101 Grove Street should be pursued to

complete the "framig" of City Hall as proposed in
the 1912 Civic Center Master Plan. On the block

nort of Redwoo Street, the cost of land acquisition,
relocation of businesses, residents and, possibly, the

State phone switchg unt at 525 Golden Gate

Avenue, along with the costs of demolition of

buildigs, constrcton, ficing and tenant im-

provements could be off-set by long-term wage and

rent savigs associated with fuctonal clusterig.

In all cases, City Hall is recommended to be

repaired and restored as the ceremonial and adminis-

trative center of governent and legilative pro-

cesses. As the headquarters of local legislative

processes, the Mayor and Board of Supervisors

would be relocated therein as would public meetig
and hearig rooms. To make these meetig room
effcient to City staff representig their agencies at
hearigs, it is recommended that there be a City staff

work room attached to each hearig room where staff

could brig computer discs to work on projects/ cases
while they await their item at the public hearig.

The work room should have several desks each

equipped with a telephone and a personal computer
and should have a laser priter and photocopy
machine to be shared by staff. The work room

should have a sound system to enable staff to

monitor the progress of the hearig. It should also

have a pagig system for the commission, board or

committee secretary or clerk to be able to notify staff

when their case is soon to be heard. Th system
would make more effcient use of staff time while

they await their case to be heard.

A consolidated prit shop / reproduction

center, a governent vehicle parking facility, and a

consolidated law library are also strongly recom-

mended with the Civic Center. Within clusters of

related agencies, furter analysis of fuctions may
identify opportties for consolidation for elima-
tion of duplicative services.

Outside Civic Center

In addition to these Civic Center improve-

ments, a consolidated crimial legal services center

constrcted next to the Hall of Justice is strongly

recommended. This could accommodate the 153,115

sq.ft. of crimial justice-related offce space in the
Hall of Justice as well as the 62,639 sq.ft. of offce
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space leased nearby at an anual rent of $1.4 millon.

A 1987 study of City court space needs and effcien-

cies (the Sobel report) recommended a combined civil

and crimal courtouse at the Hall of Justice.

Demands for jail facilties expansion, along with

some reluctace by judges and attorney users of the

civil courts, tabled this suggestion. Nonetheless, a

crial-division legal center next and connectig to

the Hall of Justice court and detention center should

be analyzed for its long-term effciencies and savigs.

This new building could free up 150,00 sq.ft. within

the Hall of Justice for expanded crial court and
detention facilities, resultig in substantial savings of
fees paid to other jurisdictions to house incarcerated

defendants, travel tie in tranportg them to and
from court, as well as the cost of federal fies due to

jail overcrowding.

The City Hall civil cour and Hall of Justice

crimial court and detention facilities have been the
subject of numerous studies. Each study has demon-

strated the overcrowded conditions of each facility

and has recommended measures for improving

effciencies. The Hall of Justice court facility is

crowded and chaotic. This is a major factor in the

civil court judges' and lawyers' resistance to moving

to a combined civil/ criinal courtouse at the Hall

of Justice. Clearly, an additional 150,000 sq.ft. of

space at the Hall of Justice wil not adequately house

a combined civil/ crimial court system. It would,
however, provide much needed space for existig

crial courts and detention facilities which are

under tremendous pressure due to overcrowding.

Crial court facilties need separate public, judges

and inate circulation systems; they need protected

jury rooms, protected witness waitig rooms and

child care for child witnesses, children of witnesses

and children of jurors. These facilities have been

elimated or severely compromised at the Hall of

Justice because of overcrowding.

The Federal Marshall's offce at the Federal

courts at 450 Golden Gate Avenue is faced with a

simlar problem. The Marshall is seekig a facilty

within the City to contract for space to house from 20

to 100 incarcerated Federal court defendants during

their tral periods. The Marshall presently transport

inates to the court from the Federal detention

facility in Pleasanton at grat expense in travel tie.
A Federal detention contract for services at the Hall

of Justice may help support greater effciencies in

City detention facilities which are being delayed due

to financial constraints.

A new Hall of Justice offce anex can relieve

much of the pressure on the crimial cour and
detention facilities. A new parkig facility, devel-

oped as a joint venture with the Unified Scool
Distrct, the Recreation and Parks Departent and

the Parkig Authority, can provide accessory parkig
for Hall of Justice operations at Seventh and Harrison

Street. The school district is considerig developing

a new "space saver" multi-level elementary school

above a parkig garage at a Seventh and Harrson
Street site owned by Rec./Park while Rec./Park
develops a large grassy park at the Bessie Carmchael

school site.

Numerous possibilities exist to solve the

space needs of the criminal court and detention
facilities. These possibilties should be given furter
focud attention to test their feasibilty.
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A new offce building housing a health

services cluster is suggested to be located near S.F.

General HospitaL. This offce building could increase

the effciency of 63 percent of the Health

Departments offce employees and could save $ 1.2

million now paid anually in rent for offce space in

disparate locations. In addition to the constrction of
a new health services cluster offce building near S.F.

General, the City should create a cityide electronic

patient medical records system which would enable a

health service provider at any facility in the City's

system to "look up" the medical records, partcularly

diagnosis and tratment, in an electronic file. Elec-

tronic files can speed treatment, elimiate duplica-

tion and save tie and space devoted to retreving

and filing hard copy medical records. This system

can be extended to the social service system as welL.

A new building to house a social services

cluster next to their 170 Oti Street headquarters is

als strngly recommended. This could increase the
effciency of service delivery, reduce travel tie of

over 600 employees, and save anual rets of $3.4

milion. Over a 30 year period, a new building next
to the Ots Street headquarters could save over $112

millon in wage and rent savings. A new building
with ample ground floor client seatig, intake and

interview areas, upper floor employee workspace,

high speed elevators, and electronic files would pay

for itself in wage and rent savings in about 13 years.
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CULTURAL FACILITIES
The 1987 Civic Center Development Program

suggested a number of new cultural facilties for the

Civic Center. As part of the current Civic Center

Study, the Department reviewed and analyzed those

suggestions and identified new resources and

development opportties. The findings of the
current study are described in a report entitled Civic

Center Study Cultural Facilities Plan Issues and Findings

Report, Draft for Citize Review, published by the

Plang Departent in April 1994. The cultural
facilities study recommendations are summaried

below.

The survival of the arts in San Francisco is

inextrcably tied to the abilty of the city to attact

visitors, partcularly visitors who wil stay in the

City's 29,00 hotel rooms. The majority of fuding
for cultural activities and facilities is provided by the

City's hotel tax fud ("Tranient Occupancy Tax").

With severe budget constraints limtig the City's

abilty to provide health, safety and other servces,

fuding for other basic services, such as arts and

education, is greatly diminished. Funding for the
art is contiually vulnerable to budget cuts; many
programs traditionally supported by the General

Fund have been transferred to the more limited Hotel

Tax Fund which, of course, is dependent on the

number of visitors staying in the City's hotels. In

1992,3 millon visitors stayed in San Francisco hotels;

18 percent were attending local conventions. The

average hotel stay for all visitors was 3.9 nights and,

at an average 70 percent occupancy for the City's

29,000 hotel rooms, the City generated $ 55 milion in
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c
or consolidate services. Other agencies seek re-

sources to modernize their facilities to achieve

greater effciencies, greater access and convenience to

the public, and greater protection of valuable art,

artfact, archive and other cultural resources. These

include electronic communcations and record-

keeping systems, high speed elevators, and sensitive

temperature control and security systems. Clearly,

Civic Center cultural facilties are capturig the bulk

of the City's arts fuding and, therefore, it is impera-
tive that these facilties are managed and maintained
in the most efficient and equitable way possible.

The payment of the $100 milion constrc-

tion costs to repair these facilities, along with the $60

to $100 millon interest payments on the general

obligation bond sales to finance this constrction,
wil severely drain the City's abilty to fud arts

programmg, facilities operation and maintenance,

or new facilities over the next few decades. Clearly,

the City must expand its revenue base for the art in

order to support even current levels of facilities and

current levels of programmg. With all the de-
mands on General Fund monies, it appears likely

that the only fuding for the arts wil come from the
Hotel Tax Fund. Currently, less than 20 percent of

Hotel Tax revenues are allocated to the arts, the

remainder is allocated to convention and sports

facilities, publicity, housing and admnistration. It

does not appear likely that the percentage of Hotel

Tax fuds allocated to the arts wil increase, as the

bulk of the fuds are committed to paying off

convention facilities debts. It appears unlikely that

the percentage of the tax on hotel rates wil increase

c:
hotel tax revenues. Current Hotel Tax revenue

projections are $ 61 millon for fiscal year 1993-94. Of

this amount, over 40 percent of the revenues wil

support the Moscone, Civic Auditorium and Brooks

Hall convention facilties; 16 percent wil support
publicity and advertsing of City events; 10 percent

wil support the Convention and Visitors Bureau;

and, on average, about 18 percent wil support arts

activities and facilties. Of the approximately $11.6

milion allocated to art facilities in the 1993-1994

fical year, over half ($6 milion) was allocated to the

operation and maintenance of the three buildings

comprising the War Memorial Performg Arts

Center-Davies Hall, the Opera House and the
Veterans' Memorial Building. The Fine Arts Muse-

ums, consistig of the de Young Museum and the

Palace of the Legion of Honor Museum, was allo-

cated $3.4 millon while the Asian Art Museum was

allocated $1.3 millon. The City's Arts Commssion
which, although headquartered in the Civic Center,

admsters program and operates facilities city-

wide, was allocated $1.2 millon in project-specific

grant and General Fund monies.
Without question, the Civic Center is

undergoing trmendous growth and change. Monu-

mental public buildings which were damaged by the

1989 eartquake must soon undergo extensive repair

and seismic safety rehabilitation. Over $100 milion

dollars wil be inested in rehabiltatig public
cultural facilities within the Civic Center over the

next decade, durig which tie the City's services

and arts resources must be relocated. Budget
limitations have caused some agencies to cut, reduce

s:
c:

c:
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substantially. At 12 percent, it is competitive with the

Los Angeles and Anaheim rates and is higher than

the San Diego rate of 9 percent and the Las Vegas rate

of 7 percent. It appears that the most probable

strategy for increasing fuding for the art is to
increase the number of tourists who stay in the City's

hotels. The City must promote the city to tourists. It

must protect it s current tourist attactions, identify
and market new attactons, faciltate the movement

of visitors between their hotels and attactons, and

identify ways and mean to make the tourists stay a
safe and pleasurable experience. The City should

develop a strategic plan for tourim which would
identify the viitor market, the San Francisco niche

with th market, curent and potential attactons,

City inastrctre and facities needed to servce the

visitor, includig hotels, tranit and multi-lingual

signge, and should establish a tieline for capital
investments to accommodate the visitor industr.

San Francisco enjoys a competitive advan-

tage as a destiation for tourists over other cities in

the countr. Many of the City's attbutes can be
furter enced to increase its attaction to tourists,
espeally the tourit who is interested in life en-

hancement attactons rather than the "get away from

it all" sea and sad or theme park tourist. The "life

enancement" tourist tends to stay longer, spend

more and return frequently to hi/her favorite cities.

San Franciso, because of its special character,

amenties and central location within the Bay Region,

attact life enhancement tourists who are generally

over 40 years of age, have high incomes and are big

spenders. In 1992, 13.4 millon viitors collectively

spent $4 bilion dollars in the City. This is equivalent

to an average daily visitor population of over 110,000

people.

Although the U.s. tourist/leisure travel

industr is stagnant, growing by only 2 to 3 percent

in absolute numbers of travelers per year, it remain

the number one industr in the countr in generatig

expenditures, ahead of agriculture, chemicals and

motor vehcles. In 1992, tourism in the U.S. gener-

ated $380 bilion in expenditures and was the

nation's leading export, creatig a $20.4 bilion trade

surplus as international visitors spent more here than

U.S. travelers spent abroad. The U.S. travel industr,

generatig 5.9 milion jobs, is second in employment
behind health services. In the U.S., California is the

number one tourist destiation, ahead of Florida and
Hawaii. The California tourist industr generates
733,00 jobs and over $1 bilion in local tax revenues.

Survey data indicate that about 30 percent of U.S.

tourists want art and culture as destitions.

Californa's diversity is the main attacton for its

visitors; its diversity in geography, cultural experi-

ences and activities. Although the travel industr

giants (airlies, travel agency networks) are pushing
packaged tours and theme parks to prospective

travelers, California's visitors express a greater

interest in new attactions, authenticity and quality

service.
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San Francisco is not a city with warm

beaches, theme parks or casinos. However, San

Franciscan nurtre and broadly support the arts,

culinary art, sports, neighborhood-based cutural
diversity, conventions and shopping. Fort Mason

military base was transformed into a dynamic multi-
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cultural visual and performing arts center. Plans for

the Presidio would attact visitors interested in

nature, recreation, health science, global peace and

preservation of the environment. Treasure Island

once hosted a world's fair. San Franciso has a

competitive advantage over other cities in the

countr in attactig tourists because of its physical

location. It is next to an effcient international airport

which is the port of entr for flghts from many

countres. It is centrally located for short trps to the

Mari headlands, the wine countr, the East Bay, and

the Carmel/Monterrey /Big Sur area. San Francisco

is a beautiful, cosmopolita city with handsome

archtecture and a Inld climate affording year-round

accessibilty to the City's diverse attactions: Views

of the city landform and natural areas beyond;
thousds of restaurants; hundreds of museum,

galleries, theaters and music halls; educational

intitutions; sport and recreational events; the

Golden Gate and Bay bridges; and the Cable Cars.

Numerous San Francio neighborhoods are tourist
attactons because of their cultual diversity, history

or shopping experiences. Most favored of the

neighborhood destiations in the City are

Fishermn's Wharf, Chintown, Nort Beach, the
Haight, Golden Gate Park and the Civic Center. The

Civic Center is a major photo opportity for tourists

as well as a destiation for the art. The adjoining
Hayes Valley neighborhood is fast becomig a multi-

culture art and culture destiation, lined to the

Civic Center by Hayes Street.

Numerous Civic Center cultural intitutions

wish to expand within the area. Others wish to

locate there to take advantage of opportuities to

share facilities with other similar intitutions, to

benefit from the synergy of being close to other

creative resources, to take advantage of the central

location and identity of the Civic Center, and to

benefit from well established transportation servces

and ancilary servces for their patrons (cafes,
restaurants, gi shops) as a means to expand their
audience base.

Despite the outstanding benefits of operat-

ing cultural intitutions within the Civic Center,

compared to other areas of the City, there are prob-

lems in the area and higher operatig costs associ-
ated with these problems. These include higher costs

of publicity and secrity and lower ticket prices. The

Civic Center is perceived by many as "dirt" and

unafe. Handsome monumental buildings which

delight and impress workers and visitors durig the

day appear dark, isolated and formidable at night.

Many patrons of Civic Center nightte venues flee

the area after the performance or exhbition rather

than stroll the Center's plazas and boulevards. As

vital and accessible as the Civic Center is durig the

day with students, government workers, clients of

the courts and city agencies, tourists, and art patrons

strolling about, the area is the reverse at night.

People scurr past darkened governent buildings
and homeless encampments to their cars, cabs or

transit facilities to beat a quick retreat.

The Civic Center has not developed to its

full potential; it has not achieved its goal of fuction-
ing as the City's symbolic and ceremonial center of

governent and culture. This is due to several
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factors including, notably, (1) the concentration of

cultural facilties at its western edge with few

nightte cultual "destiations" provided at its

eastern edge; (2) the lack of smaller spaces available

to local multi-cultual groups; and (3) the area's poor

lightig and lack of multi-lingual directional signage.

Notwithtanding these constraints, the Civic

Center contiues to fuction as the City's center of
large venue performance spaces. Unforttely, at

this tie, the demand for large venue facilities by
San Francisco performg art groups is small. Most

local performance groups are small and poorly-

fuded and canot afford the production costs

associated with large venue facilties. Often ties,

because they are located within the neighborhoods,

they have a small audience base and canot be

assured that they can attact 3,00 to 7,00 people to

fill the large Civic Center facilities. Indeed, even

long-establihed and large scale production compa-

nies like the Opera, Symphony and Ballet do not

support their use of these public facilities by ticket

sales alone. Over $6 millon a year in public fuds
are allocated to operation and maintenance of

facilities used by the Opera, Symphony, Ballet,

Museum of Modern Art and Veterans groups. It can

be surmsed that the "effective demand" for these

facilities is not great enough to sustain their opera-

tion without subsidies; that is, the people who wish

to see these productions cannot afford to pay for the

producton costs. This is not dissimlar to other arts

facilities in the City or across the countr. Arstic
producton companes and facilities are experiencing

fiancial diffculties or crisis. Production companes
are always seeking non-ticket sales fuding and are

constantly tring to expand their audience base

through publicity, critical review, word-of-mouth,

prestigious awards or road trps/tourig.

For numerous reasons, Civic Center facilities

are not widely used by the City's multi-cltural

groups. Over tie, these groups, performng in

small- to medium-size venues in the City's other

cultural centers, can develop greater exposure and a

broader audience base and can "grow into" the larger

Civic Center's venues. This audience base growth by

multi-cltural performance groups may take as long

as 10 years. When these local groups are able to

attact 2,000 to 3,000 people to a performance, the

War Memorial Performg Arts Center facilities

should be made readily available to them. Whenever

these large venue spaces are not in use they should

be made available for lease to other groups. Leasing

these performance halls to the public for benefits,

concert, receptions, exhbitions, weddings or other

ceremonies can increase the facility's and Civic

Center's audience base and can generate private

monies for the Center's operatig and maintenance

costs.
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To induce greater audiences to the Civic

Center, a number of improvements to the physical

environment should be made to improve its safety, to

achieve its proper grandeur, to fully utilize its

monumental public buildings, and to firmy establish
itself as a safe, dynamic and pleasant 24 hour

"campus" for governent, culture, education, and

public gatherig activities.
Area schools and governent facilities are

generally closed to the public at night. Existig Civic

Center cultural facilties which seasonally offer large

'*
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venue performances are, by and large, inaccessible to

most of the City's multi-cultural and "cuttg edge"

dance and theater performance groups. The area

needs a number of small- and medium-size venues to

serve as "destiations" to create a "critical mass" of

people walkig the area at night: theaters, galleries,
museum, libraries, restaurants, cafes, coffeehouses,

nightclubs, comedy clubs, schools, gy, hotels,

dormtories and other residences. The Civic Center

can be developed into a year-round daytime and

nightte "campus" of mixed uses combing
government, educational, cultural, entertainent,

retail and residential actvities. It can do this most

expeditiously and with the greatest economies by

ling itslf, visually and fuctionally, to existig

neighboring cultural centers-Hayes Valley, the Geary

Street Theater Distrct, YB and the Embarcadero.
The link is Market Street. Unfortately, portons of
Market Street leading to the Civic Center are per-

ceived as unclean and unafe at night. It, too, is in
need of venues to serve as destiations for visitors
and residents.

It is within this context that this Civic Center

Cultural Facilties Development Program seeks to
identify and "fix" the deficiencies of the Civic Center,

as measured by the goals and objectives of the Civic

Center Plan. The study identifies strategies for

makig most effcient use of existig facilities, and

identifies strategies and resources to create new

facilties which can attact a larger audience to the
area. More people on the street, whether patrons of

the art, students, residents, tourists or strt ven-
dors, create a "critical mass" of people which pro-

vides greater surveilance--eyes on the street-for

increased safety, visual interest and entertinent.
Providing appropriately-sized performance and

exhibition spaces to showcase the City's diverse

cultural visual, sound, movement and performing

art groups would provide a "destiation" for the

area, particularly along its eastern edge. This

investment would serve as a catalyst for private-

sector investments in clubs, cafes, cinemas and other

venues that wish to capture this audience.

This program identifies short-term, medium-

term and long-term strategies for efficient and full

utilization of cultural facilities, both public and

private, within the Civic Center area and its environs,

particularly along Market Street and in Hayes Valley

which are the subject of separate development plans.

The development plan presented herein identifies

what is believed to be the least expensive yet most

cost-effectve series of investments which would

attact the strongest audience to the Civic Center,

lining it to existig nearby cultual centers and
concentrations of tourist hotels.

Goals of the Civic Center Cultural
Facilities Development Program
. Strngthen the City's tourist industry by expos-

ing visitors to the City's rich and diverse art,

culture and history showcased in Civic Center

area facilties;

. Improve and enhance the Civic Center as a safe
year-round focal point for daytime governent,

judicial, cultural and educational activities and
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for nighttme multi-cultural entertainent and

cultural arts, educational and residential activi-

ties; and

. Maxiize accessibilty, effciency and public use
of existig and new cultural facilities by all of the

City's cultural organizations.

Objectives of the Civic Center
Cultural Facilities Development
Program
· Develop the Civic Center as a safe, attactive and

dynamc daytime and nighttme destiation by
developing small visual art and live perfor-

mance venues for maintream, multi-cltural

and "cuttg edge" groups at strategic locations
along Market Street leading to the Civic Center

from the Embarcadero/YBC/Geary Street

cutural centers;

. Improve the physical enironment of Market

Stret and the Civic Center by maintaing clean

sidewalks, providing 24-hour accessible free

public toilets at strategic locations, and increas-

ing lightig and multi-lingual directional

signage;

. Introduce visual art displays, including store-

front galleries and ilumated rooftops of
landmark buildings, at strategic locations along

Market Street which would create a visual

'beacon" leading visitors and workers along

Market Street to Civic Center and Hayes Valley

destia tions;

I ·
I

Encourage the consolidation of closely-related

cultural arts archives, artifacts and museum

collections into a cultural arts library within the

new Main Library;

. Encourage sharing of cultural facilties by area

art schools and production companes; ..

. Encourage expansion of nighttme classes in

existig and new Civic Center educational

facilities, partcularly those related to the arts,

law and culinary art; and
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. Encourage the development of affordable

housing for area workers, students, teachers,

artsts and other people who would enjoy a

dynamic day and nightte neighborhood.

War Memoi'al Complex
Franklin/Grove Parcel

As in the 1987 Civic Center Development

Program, this report recommends the constrction of

a new performg art facility on the undeveloped
Davies Hall site at Franklin and Grove Strets. The

current proposal suggests an 80,000 sq.ft. mixed us,
multi-purpose cultural art facility on the approxi-

mately 9,00 sq .ft. undeveloped lot (now in staff

parkig use) which could include: Admiistrative
offces for the Opra and Symphony volunteers, a
multi-purpose reception/party space with kitchen

facilties for art-related fud-raising events; class-
rooms, rehearsal studios and small performg
spaces for music students; and classrooms, kitchens
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and dining facilities at ground and basement levels

for a culinary arts schooL. Replacement parkig

should be provided within the Performg Arts
Garage.

The corner of Grove and Franklin is an

importnt corner. It is the gateway to the Civic

Center's cultural facilties from the culturally rich
Hayes Valley neighborhood, an arts and dining

destiation in and of itself. Many patrons of the arts

park at the Performg Art Garage and at parkig
lots within Hayes Valley. This, of course, wil change

over time as the eastern edge of the Civic Center and

the Civic Center Plaza is improved with lightig and

more dynamic nighttme uses such that patrons

would then feel safe using the Civic Center, Merchan-

dise Mart, Holiday In and Fox Plaza garages. It can
also be anticipated that parking lots within Hayes

Valley wil be developed for housing.

Nonetheless, the Grove/Franklin corner lot

is a prie location and should be developed with

pedestrian-frendly uses at ground level with large
windows and inide activities which wil ilumate
the sidewalks and activate the area at night. The

blan walls of the Nourse Auditorium, Zellerbach

Hall, Davies Hall, Opera House, Board of Realtors,

Ballet Building, Veteran Memorial and the Califor-

nia Bar Association buildings deaden the stret for

the pedestran. The lights from windows at night

would brighten the area and create a friendlier space

for the pedestrian. A culinary art school with
kitchens and dining areas open to view of the patrons

and pedestrans would provide an interestig and
convenient use for this site. It could provide lunch

meals for area workers and students and pre- and

post-performance meals for art patrons.

Veterans Memorial Building
The War Memorial Trustees should investi-

gate the possibilty of replacing the spaces vacated by

the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA) with a high

volume patronage cultural arts activity. The ground

floor and second floor spaces presently occupied by

Veterans organizations and the War Memorial

Performg Arts Center's administrative offces do

not attact large volumes of visitors or clients. Ths is

an underutilization of space within the building. The

landmark building, which by its location within the

Civic Center and by its scale and monumentality,

could and should accommodate much more intensive

public uses. With the loss of the MOMA activity, the

building is need of an intensive cultural art use.

Temporary use by legislative activities of City Hall

wil attact new people to the building. When
legislative activities are returned to City Hall and the

Veterans Building's seismic strengthening is com-

plete, a new cultural use should be housed in the

building, preferably on the ground floor.

The 928 seat Herbst Theater is an attactive

and historic space, having served, along with the

Opera House, as the site of the signing of the United
Nations Charter in 1945 and the Japanese Peace

Treaty in 1951. The Herbst Theater fuctions
predominantly as a lecture hall due to the small size

of its stage. The Herbst stage is 49 feet wide and 34

feet deep which cannot adequately accommodate

dance or theater performances. By comparison, the
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Opera House stage is 134 feet wide and 84 feet deep

and the Orpheum and Nourse Theaters are 95 feet

wide and 39 and 35 feet deep, respectively. There is

limted demand for the smaller Herbst stage. This

demand may be diished in the future when the

new Main Library's 260 seat auditorium, with a 38

feet wide and 12 foot deep stage, is open and avail-

able for lectures, readings, and film and video

presentations. The existig 139 seat auditorium at

101 Grove Stret, the 200 seat auditorium at 501 Van

Ness Avenue (pUC building), the 300 seat audito-

rium at 50 Oak Street (International Center), and the

856 seat Nourse Auditorium at 170 Fell S~et may

provide more economical space for lectres and film

showings. At present, none of these auditorium

facilities are suitable for theater performances as they

lack backstage areas for props and sets, greenrooms

and theatrcal lightig.
Beause of its small stage, poor acoustical

system, and high union labor costs, the Herbst

Theater may not be able to compete with nearby

auditorium faciities and may become severely

underutilized. In order to avoid a potential "white

elephant" in one of the City's most importat cultural
venues, improvements to the Herbst Theater stage

and sound systems should be investigated. A larger

stage, a backstage/fly area, a gr room suitable for
theater performances and a wood-sprug stage floor
suitable for dance performances should be consid-

ered. Such improvements can be accomplished

durig the seismic-strengteng constrction plan
for the Veteran Building.

With the loss of the Museum of Modern Art

gallery and gift shop, and the limited operations of

the Veteran' ground floor trophy room, it is of the

utmost importnce to introduce a cultual art
activity within the Veterans Memorial Building

which would attact large volumes of people, both

day and night.

Afain Library Block
Old Main Library

The City should pursue the adaptive reuse

of the old Main Library for the Asian Ar Museum's

art collection, educational programs and temporary

exhibitions. The Asian's program for the old Main

Library would also introduce a cafe, bookstore and

small theater which would have direct access to the

street and which could be open to the public in the

eveng hours when the museum is closed. This

would provide a positive addition to the eastern edge

of the Civic Center. It is suggested that the Asian Art

Musum pursue fuds to expand the old Main

Library buildig to include a new wing located at the

45 Hyde Street site within which a small performance

theater with direct access to the street could be

constrcted. This theater should offer regular and

frequent performances by local multi-cultural

groups, partcularly those related to Asian arts.
Should the adaptive reuse of the old Main

Library for Asian Art Museum prove ineasible,

conversion to a consolidated City history museum, or

combination City history museum and City art

gallery, should be investigated. In any case, a small

performance theater with direct access to the street
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should be provided within the old library building or

at the 45 Hyde Street site. If the selected tenant of the

old Main Library does not wish to provide a theater

with direct access to the street within the library

building and does not wish to expand on the 45

Hyde Street site, the existig offce building at 45
Hyde Street should be demolished and replaced with

student housing above a ground floor performance

theater.

New Main Library

The new Main Library lower level is de-
signed to provide a 260 fixed seat auditorium for

lectures, readings and fim and video presentations.

There wil be a meetig room with dividable space to

accommodate two simultaneous meetigs of up to
250 people. There wil also be a 1,500 square feet

Exhibit Gallery and a 50 seat cafe; all of which wil

have direct access from the street so that they can be

operated outside of library hours. These facilities

wil generate significant use and activity on the Civic

Center's eastern edge and wil contrbute to the
"critical mass" and safety for this area. It may be

appropriate to increase this activity by adaptig the

Library auditorium for theater performance use by

enlarging its stage and installing a backstage/fly

space. The costs and feasibilty of such improve-

ments should be investigated immediately so re-

design can be accomplished prior to constrction of

the Library's interior spaces.

Federal Office Building at 50 U.N.

Plaza
Should the Federal governent choose to

declare surplus the landmark 50 UN. Plaza office

building, the City should investigate the feasibility of

acquiring and convertg the building to an appro-

priate cultural art use. The Federal governent

seeks to constrct a major offce building at 10th and

Market Streets in the Civic Center area. The building

would cost approximately $170 millon to constrct

on a site donated to the them by the City of San

Francisco. The City of San Francisco donated the 50

U.N. Plaza parcel to the federal governent in the
1930's to build offce space. This Federal office

building, built in 1936, is a handsome landmark

building, monumental in scale, but not very efficient

in offce space utilization. It is in need of seismic

strengtenig costig about $64 million. With the

964,000 sq.ft. courthouse/ office building at 450

Golden Gate Avenue and the new 400,000 net sq.ft.

offce building at 10th and Market Streets, the Federal

governent may fid the older 183,00 sq.ft. 50 U.N.
Plaza building redundant and expensive to restore.

It is conceivable that the Federal General Services

Admiistration would offer it to the City for adaptive
reuse as a cultural facility. Should this be the case,

the City would have to invest in the seismic improve-

ments. A non-profit cultural organiztion could raise
fuds for tenant improvements. A consolidated City

History museum which includes nighttme activities
related to the collections should be investigated for

re-use of this building. A city history museum with a

Barbery Coast-type musical review and/ or a San
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Francisco jazz club/coffeehouse would be a positive

nightte use at this location.

Alternative Proposals
If the previous recommendations prove too

costly, an alternative development program should

be considered which would, at a mium:

(a) Improve the 856 seat Nourse Auditorium with
state-of-the-art sound, lightig and air condition-

ing equipment and a woo-sprug stage floor
for public use;

(b) Convert the MOMA gallery space in the Veteran
Building to a City history musum, an art

gallery, another musum or a high techology
art/ educational exhibition space; and

(c) Intall a backstage/fy area to the new Main
Library stage to accommodate full theatrcal

productions by San Franciso multicultural

groups.
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CONVENTION FACILITIES
The Civic Auditorium is cuently undergo-

ing seismic-strengtheng constrcton as well as
accessibilty improvements for compliance with the

1990 Americans with Disabilties Act (ADA). These

improvements wil require alterations to building

exits and stairways which wil affect exhibition floor

plans of the underground Brooks Hall. Brooks Hall

is a 90,00 square feet exhibition hall used priarily
by trade shows, often in conjunction with their use of

the Civic Auditorium. The Moscone Convention

R
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Center, with over 400,000 sq.ft. of exhibition space,

has a comparably-sized 95,000 sq.ft. hall. The

Moscone exhibition spaces are currently fully booked

by activities serving nearby hotels. Brooks Hall, in

combination with the Civic Auditorium, is used for

local-serving activities. Many Civic Center perfor-

mance and exhibition facilities wil be 'off the

market' at various ties over the next eight years as

over seven major buildings in the area wil undergo
seismic strngtenig constrction. This constrc-

tion actvity wil create noise, dust, fues, traffc and

other impacts which wil reduce the attactiveness of

the area and the marketabilty of the Civic Audito-

rium and Broks Hall.

Durig seismic strngtening constrction of
the Opera House, the Opera and Ballet companies

wil use the Civic Auditorium and the Orpheum
Theater, which wil introduce new patrons to the

Civic Center's eastern edge. The improvements to

these facilties for the Opera and Ballet companes'

use wil enance the attactiveness of these facilities

and wil introduce a broader audience to these spaces
and to the neighborhood. Increased lightig and
cleang/maintenance of the eastern edge of the
Civic Center, partcularly to and from tranit or

parking destiations, should be programmed,
fuded and implemented prior to the opening of the

new Main Library and prior to the Opera and Ballet

companes' move to the Center's eastern edge.
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PUBLIC GATHERING SPACES

The City should improve the public parks,

plazas, sidewalk spaces and boulevards within the

Civic Center to strgten and facilitate their use as
ceremonial gatherig spaces, recreational areas, areas

for parades, fairs, rallies, marches, outdoor markets,

restig, schoozing and people watchg. At a
miimum, the City should imediately improve
outdoor lightig for both pedestran and vehicular

use.

Civic Center Plaza
The Civic Center Plaza Games Rolph, Jr.

Plaza) should be redesigned to better serve as a

public gathering place for programed major events

as well as small group and individual passive restig

and recreational activities. The Plaza is used by

nearby offce workers durg lunchtie and by

retired people, unemployed and homeless through-

out the day. It is used as a photo-pportity for
tourists and is the City's most frequently used site for

mass ralles, marches and demonstrations as well as

for other community events and parades. A recently

intalled temporary children's play area is used
thoughout the day by individual families and by

nearby child care providers. The long reflectig pool

divides the Plaza in two; each of the two areas is

furter broken up into lawn areas and areas planted

with trees. While this does not negatively affect the

use of the Plaza by individuals, the plan divides the

plaza in a way that makes it less effective for large

group events. Civic Center Plaza should be rede-

signed in a way that better accommodates individu-

als, groups and large public events. Care should be

taken to avoid intalling elements and features that

do not work well within the local microclimate (such

as large fountain that local winds spray passersby)

or that physically or visually intrde upon the grand

and formal plan of the plaza.
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United Nations Plaza and Fulton Mall
The priary entrance to the Civic Center is

from Fulton Mall as it begis at Market Street, the

City's priary thoroughfare. The area, including the

Leavenwort Street right-of-way south of McAllister

Street, is also called United Nations (UN.) Plaza.

The Plaza is separated from the Fulton Mall by Hyde

Street. Fulton Mall, for the purosed of this discu-

sion is the area between the two libraries along the

Fulton Street right-of-way betwee Hyde and Larki

Streets. The U.N. Plaza was constrcted in the 1970
after the intallation of the underground MU and
BART tranit system. The plaza is paved with brick,

similar to Market Street sidewalks. As designed,

U.N. Plaza contains a large fountain in the'

Leavenwort Street right-of-way. The Plaza, in
addition to the brick paving, has grassy lawn areas

and rows of Sycamore trees. The Plaza is the site of a

certfied farmers market each Wednesday and

Sunday. Programmed uses of the site, such as
farmers markets, music performances or artist

vendors should be increased. The fountain should be

removed and replaced with a small performance area

or additional seatig. The area should be protected

from increased shadows cast by new building
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developments. The Plaza, as an element of the

Fulton Axis, should be extended from Leavenwort

across Hyde, Larkin and Polk Streets, through City

Hall and across Van Ness Avenue, through the

Memorial Court to Franin Stret and beyond to the

propoesd Hayes Valley Pedestran walkway so that

the pedestran mall would extend fully from Market

Stret to the western edge of Civic Center.

;i

War Memorial Court

The War Memorial Court is a small, inti-

mate, green space located between the War Memorial

Building and the Opera House between Van Ness

Avenue and Franklin Strt. The Court was designed

by Thomas Churc in the 1932 and the design has
been retained since. The space is simple and elegant.

Local veteran organitions solicited soil from

various cities around the world where American

had been in batte and planted the courtard with
this soiL. Veterans' groups consider the grassy

courtard to be sacrd grounds and are very protec-

tive of its use; they prefer that it remain an open area

with very limited and passive uses, like a brown bag

lunch.

The largest part of the court is a broad, 'U'

shaped lawn area. The lawn is bordered by a paved

walkway which in tu is set with a bed planted in
ivy and surrunded by a low hedge. Pollarded

sycamore trees are symetrically placed in the

landscaped border on either side of the walkway.

Outside of the border, a ceremonial carrage drive

provides access for opera goers, techicians and

service providers.

The War Memorial Court is visually en-

closed by the War Memorial Building and Opera

House on the nort and south and by City Hall
across Van Ness Avenue to the east. In addition,

massive ceremonial iron gates, painted muted blue

and gold, frame the east and west sides of the court

and visually enclose the space.

Just west of the Memorial Court gate is a
small paved area used for staff parkig and off-street
loading, primarily for the Opera Company. This

area, within the Fulton Street view corrdor, should

be redesigned as a small ceremonial open space and

should act as a forecourt to the grassy War Memorial

Court. It should welcome visitors arrving from the
western neighborhoods and the Performing Arts

Garage. The site should be designed as a hardscape,

and could include a small sclpture, statuary, or a

simlar feature with care taken to protect views of

City Hall. It should be noted that development

guidelines for parcels vacated by the Central Free-
way viaduct in the Hayes Valley area recommend

development of a pedestran walkway through each

of those parcels which would link the Hayes Street

commercial and art distrct with the Civic Center via
the Fulton Axis. Any new design of the Memorial

Court area should consider this potential lin. In

addition, the sidewalk space just south of the War

Memorial Building should be improved to miize
open gratig and maxime formal and informal
seatig and enjoyment of the sun exposure along that

wall.

Vehicular access to the carriage entrance and

the surface parking lot west of the War Memorial
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building should be retained. Any parking removed

by this redesign could be replaced within the Per-

forming Arts Garage, located one block away.

Any modifications to the Court area and its

environs should be carefully designed to prevent

intrions into the view corridor along the Fulton

Axis, particuarly the view of City Hall from the

Court. All design should protect and respect the
character of the Memorial Court as a place which

honors and mourn victi of war.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
There is strong interest in attactig the

public high school for the art and the Conservatory

of Music to the Civic Center area to increase their

audiences, to expose them to the "laboratory" spaces

of the area's numerous cultural facilities, and to

increase the creative synergy of the area. The

undeveloped lot next to Davies Hall at Franklin and

Grove Strets could accommodate approximately

60,000 square feet of classroom, rehearsal, studio and

small performance spaces for the Conservatory of

Music, which could also be used by music students

of a future location of the public high Scool of the

Art. Approximately 20,00 square feet of offce and
reception space for the Opera and Symphony staff

and volunteers as well as classroom space for a

culinry arts school could be accommodated within
the building in addition to the ground floor kitchen

and ding areas.
The City should encourage the preservation

and conversion of the landmark 135 Van Ness

Avenue school distrct admitration building and

the historic Commerce High School and Nourse

Auditorium to a high school of the arts (SOTA)

. program. SOIA students should be encouraged to

"intern" with nearby for-profit and non-profit arts

intitutions to expand their studies and use nearby
facilities as laboratory space. A consolidated cultural

arts library at the new Main Library would attact

greater daytime and nighttme pedestran traffic to
the eastern edge of the Civic Center. New state

fuding for "space saver schools" should be pursued

, for the development of the SOTA. The 41 Van Ness

Avenue parking lot and the International Center on

Oak Street could be used to provide additional

facilities for the SOTA. Relocation of the school

distrct's admistrative offices can be analyzed as

part of a revised Civic Center governent offce

facilities study.
~

UTILITIES/INFRASTRUCTURE
Transportation Facilities

Transporttion improvements within the

Civic Center should concentrate on those projects

which make travel in the area more accessible,

effcient, distict and pleasing. A signficant element
of the transportation system supportg the Civic
Center is the Central Freeway. The re-design of the

Central Freeway wil have both direct and indirect
transportation impacts on the Civic Center. The re-

design needs to consider broad transportation

systems needs as well as the needs of adjacent

neighborhoods, including the Civic Center.

.
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Transit Preferential Streets

This program includes the designation of

streets for exclusive tranit use; sidewalk widenig at
bus stops; traffc signal modifications to improve

traffc flow; reduction and relocation of bus stops;

removal of any unecessary stop sign along tranit

and bicycle routes; and modification to on-stret

freight loading and parking zones. Several projects

have been selected for development which may

benefit tranit within the Civic Center. In partcular,

Van Ness Avenue and Mission Stret are targeted for

tranit preferential strt project and tratments to
facilitate tranit operations. Other improvements
may be programmed in the near future. Funding for

implementation of these improvements should be

pursued. Within the Civic Center core area,

streetscape improvements should adhere to urban

design guidelines established for the distrct.

;

¡

~
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~
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Transit Stations
Underground tranit stations serving the

Civic Center are conveniently located along Market

Stret although they are cluttered at street level with

excessive numbers of newsracks, unauthoried

sidewalk vendors and panandlers. The Grove/

Hyde Civic Center BART and MU station at stret

level is filthy and is one of the most unppealing

tranit stations in the City. The City is investig over

$100 millon to repair the Civic Auditorium and to
constrct a new Main Library which wil be served

by this transit station. The Grove/Hyde tranit
station at street level should be thoroughly steam

cleaned and maintained fre of clutter and should

~

provide multi-lingual directional signage to inform

transit riders of the location of major destiations

within the Civic Center. This should be completed

well in advance of the opening of the new Main

Library and the temporary use of the Civic Audito-

rium and Orpheum Theater by the Ballet and Opera

companies.

Transportation Demand Management
Program

The City curently operates a Transportation

Demand Management (TM) Program for City

employees. TDM program are designed to maxi-
mie the people-moving capacity of existig trans-

porttion systems by increasing transit ridership,
increasing the number of persons per vehicle, and by

influencing the tie of travel. The following TDM
projects are scheduled which should benefit the Civic

Center area:

. A City Employee Commute Program to encour-

age the use of commute alternatives;

. A San Francisco Trip Store Program which

supports the establishment and operation of
multi-service transporttion inormation and

assistance for travelers. A strategic location for

such a trp store should be found within the

Civic Center;

. A Visitor/Traveler Program which would

identify travel behavior pattern of visitors and

would develop strategies to emphasize tranit as
the transporttion mode choice. The program
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would provide visitors with an on-line source of

reliable tranit information; and

A Non-Commute Program designed to target

non-work-related travel to major City destia-

tions to develop strategies which wil encourage

travelers to use transit, to walk or bicycle to these

destia tions.

Bicycle Facilities
The City should implement Bicycle Plan

recommendations for the Civic Center which include

bicycle routes, storage facilities, and activities which

would make bicycling safer and convenient. When-

ever possible, businesses should make provisions for

bicycle users, including safe storage of bicycles and

provisions of showers and lockers for employees.

Parking Facilities
Parking Management Plan
The City and County of San Francisco

should publish an inventory of existig off-street
parkig resources within walking distance of Civic

Center. This inventory should include the name of

the facility, the location, the number of spaces, the

hours of operation, and rates. This inventory should

be vigorously marketed by area governent offce,

judicial, educational and cultural intitutions and
private businesses to their clients, workers, students

and patrons.

The City should develop a parking manage-

ment plan and implementation strategies for the

Civic Center area. Existig parking resources should
be identified and marketed to area intitutions.

Areawide implementation strategies should include

(1) pricing policies which discourage commuter
parkig and solo drivers; (2) standardized pricing
policies for all area parkig garages; (3) hours of

operation for garages and lots which can accommo-

date court and offce workers and their clients

during the day and patrons of the art at night; and

(4) discount pricing for car- and vanpools.

City Vehicle Parking

The City should provide dedicated off-street

parkig for City vehicles at an existig parking
garage within the Civic Center. Much employee time

is devoted to searching for parking spaces for City

vehicles, searching for the car parked by other

employees, and walking to and from the vehicle to

their work site. This is a very expensive and wasteful

allocation of City resources. There are presently over

400 City vehicles assigned to employees working

with the Civic Center. Most of these employees

circle the area in search of parkig. Durig constrc-
tion of City Hall and other buildings within the

Center, these employees wil be assigned to other
areas of the City. When all the constrction work is

completed, and City employees return to the Civic

Center, parking reserved for City vehicles should

await them.

The Civic Center Garage is under the

jurisdiction of the San Francisco Recreation and Park

Departent. The Department leases the 840 space
garage to a private operator. Rent revenues from this

lease support the Departments operatig activities.
At present, the Civic Center Garage is operatig at

only SO percent capacity on an average day; this
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increases, of course, when there are special large

events in the area such as parades, fairs and trade

shows. It may be possible to dedicate 400 spaces

within the Civic Center Garage for City vehicle use

without the Recreation and Park Departent

experiencing a loss of revenues. This should be

investigated prior to the completion of constrction

of City HalL.

I

r

l Replacement Parking

The Performg Art Garage has 568 spaces
and is well used by area workers and patrons of the

art. The height limt for the site would allow

expanion which could double the capacity of the

garage. As new developments displace existig

parkig lots in the Civic Center and Hayes Valley

neighborhoods, expanion of the garage should be

considered. The new design should provide 24 hour

"in-and-out" access to the facility to facilitate monthly

rental of spaces for area residents and workers.

r

Accessibility Improvements
As the Civic Center is the City's foremost

center of governent and public gatherig spaces, it
must be made accessible to all people. Federal, state

and local governents should inure that all public

spaces, buildings and transporttion facilities meet
Americans with Disabilties Act (ADA) standards for

accessibilty. Furtermore, street fuiture, signage
and other streetsape elements should be designed to

maxie accessibilty and convenience for people
with limted abilities.

Steam Heat Facilities
The City's Steam Power House at the corner

of McAllister and Larkin Strets was constrcted in

1915 to provide heat for City buildings within the

Civic Center area. The system serves over a millon

square feet of floor space in City Hall, Brooks Hall,

Civic Auditorium, the Main Library and 101 Grove

Street buildings. The steam heatig system has been
in operation for over 75 years, nearly twice the

anticipated 40 year life span of the such systems. A

1970 assessment of the distribution system found that

it had "long ago passed its normal usefu life" . Over
the past 25 years, several studies have suggested
improvements, replacement and abandonment. The

present system is ineffcient due to deteriorated

inulation in the steam loop system. In 1992, a $20.8

millon Bond Issue was suggested for replacement of

the steam heat system with a hot water heatig

system. Recent proposals suggest that the City sell

the system to a private utility who would improve or

replace the system and sell heat to the City as a

private utility. Should this occur, the Powerhouse

site at Larki and McAllister Streets could be avail-

able for another public use. New development

should follow the urban design policies of the Civic

Center Plan as well as urban design guidelines

established for the Civic Center.
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